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Preface

Peptide synthesis includes an array of techniques and procedures that enable
the preparation of materials ranging from small peptides to large proteins. The
pioneering work of Bruce Merrifield, which introduced solid phase peptide
synthesis (SPPS), dramatically changed the strategy of peptide synthesis. But
efficient synthesis of long chain and difficult peptide sequences is still troublesome
because of the tendency to aggregation. Moreover low solubility of these peptides
makes synthesis and purification laborious. This book gives a detailed review on
synthesis and applications of synthetic peptides. Various aspects of solid phase
peptide synthesis including different resins, linkers and synthesis techniques are
discussed in detail. A novel method utilizing ‘O-isoacylpeptide’ for the effective
synthesis of long and difficult peptide sequences is presented. A section is devoted 
to a discussion of antimicrobial peptides, especially on the activity of defensin-like
peptides.

This book is intended for those researchers who wish to study the synthesis of long 
chain and difficult peptides or who wish to become actively involved in the produc-
tion of long chain peptides. As such it strives to provide practical information on the
common problems relating to many aspects of synthetic peptides. At the same time
this book is current and comprehensive and will be of general interest to peptide
chemists.

Jaya T. Varkey, PhD
St. Teresa’s College,

Kochi, Kerala, India
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Peptide 
Synthesis
Jaya T. Varkey

1. Introduction

Peptide science is presently witnessing an enormous growth in its synthetic 
developments. Many synthetic peptides have commercial and pharmaceutical 
applications. But the synthesis of these peptides is a difficult task. The advent of 
solid-phase peptide synthesis has changed the face of peptide synthesis by open-
ing the way to the extensive use of synthetic peptides in chemical and biomedical 
applications. Along with this landmark discovery, many other developments such as 
improved synthetic strategies, selection of protecting groups, automated synthetic 
methods, and advanced purification and analytical techniques were also evolved 
[1]. This book is intended essentially for those investigators who wish to make use 
of synthetic and antimicrobial peptides in their research and also provide practical 
information regarding the synthesis of difficult sequence-containing peptides. At 
the same time, it is addressing the common problems relating the synthesis and 
applications of synthetic peptides.

2. Methods of peptide synthesis

Methods for the chemical synthesis of peptides are divided into two groups: 
classical solution phase and solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS). Solution phase 
is the traditional way for large-scale synthesis of peptides. But these methods 
are labor-intensive and time-consuming because of its intermediate purification 
procedures and unforeseeable solubility issues. Hence many researchers who need 
to synthesize peptides choose the more convenient solid-phase approach. One of the 
main difficulties in solid-phase assembly of peptides is that of obtaining reasonable 
quantities of pure peptides. Investigations dealing with the quantitative aspects of 
polymer-supported reactions have shown that the insoluble support does have a 
significant dynamic influence on the bound substrates. An efficient polymeric sup-
port for peptide synthesis should have optimum hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance 
compatible with the peptide being synthesized. Systematic studies on the polymer-
supported reactions show that the use of a flexible polymer support enhances the 
reactivity [2]. But the design and development of polymer supports having appro-
priate hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance is a difficult task.

3. O-isoacylpeptide method

Various methods are reported for the efficient synthesis of long-chain and 
difficult peptide sequences. These peptides have a tendency of aggregation and 
low solubility, making its synthesis and purification laborious. Native chemical 
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ligation (NCL) renders a highly effective and powerful method for the prepara-
tion of long-chain peptides [3]. This book introduces a novel “O-isoacylpeptide” 
method for the effective synthesis of long and difficult peptide sequences as in [4]. 
O-isoacylpeptides having ester bonds can be converted into the parent peptides 
under physiological condition via the O to N intramolecular migration. In addi-
tion a new approach called segment condensation with no racemization using the 
O-isoacylpeptide method is also introduced excellently [5]. This segment condensa-
tion can be treated as a substitute for NCL method.

4. Synthetic peptides

This book gives a detailed review on synthesis and applications of synthetic 
peptides. Various aspects of solid-phase peptide synthesis including different 
resins, linkers, and synthesis techniques are discussed in detail. Applications of 
synthetic peptides as peptide vaccines, radio-theranostic agents, radio-labeled 
peptide analogues, and radio peptides for imaging therapy are featured as part of 
the synthetic peptide chapter. This chapter also presents an excellent discussion on 
cell-penetrating peptides (CPP) [6] as molecular carriers. It not only illustrates the 
use and applications of cell-penetrating peptides but also provides different aspects 
of various cell-penetrating techniques. A more in-depth description of factors 
affecting the mechanism of cellular uptake and various molecular detections of 
CPPs are also included in this chapter.

5. Antimicrobial peptides

Antimicrobial peptides are a growing group of natural and synthetic peptides 
with a broad spectrum of targets including viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites 
[7]. Another interesting feature of this book is a comprehensive discussion on anti-
microbial activity of defensin-like peptides [8]. These antimicrobial peptides act 
mainly by damaging the bacterial cell membranes and are found in many parts of 
the body. The chapter on defensins presents a discussion on mammalian defensins, 
their antimicrobial mechanisms, and its various evaluation techniques. This section 
also compares the antimicrobial activity of defensins in free form and immobilized 
on material surfaces along with pictorial representation of various immobilization 
methods. Furthermore, several of the concepts discussed can be easily adopted 
for the next-generation antimicrobial surfaces as coatings for medical devices and 
implants.

Peptide synthesis has come a long way from the invention of solid-phase syn-
thesis to the present day. Each chapter in this book portrays one major aspect of 
peptides including its synthesis and applications. This book is intended to provide 
the researchers with various new methods for the synthesis of long and difficult 
sequence peptides.
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Synthesis and Applications of 
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Abstract

The synthesis and applications of the peptides are gaining increasing popularity 
as a result of the developments in biotechnology and bioengineering areas and for a 
number of research purposes including cancer diagnosis and treatment, antibiotic 
drug development, epitope mapping, production of antibodies, and vaccine design. 
The use of synthetic peptides approved by the health authorities for vaccine, for 
cancer, and in drug delivery systems is increasing with these developments. The aim 
of this book chapter is to review the recent developments in the use of peptides in 
the diagnosis of drug and vaccine systems and to present them to the reader with 
commercially available illustrations.

Keywords: synthetic peptide, solid-phase peptide synthesis (SSPS),  
peptide therapeutics, peptide vaccines, cell-penetrating peptides

1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to review some applications of synthetic peptides 
providing a brief knowledge about peptide synthesis. In the first part, information 
about the peptide synthesis was given in a very simple and readable format under 
the title of solid-phase peptide synthesis including a brief history, solid supports, 
linkers, protecting groups, and analysis method sections. Then the synthetic pep-
tide vaccine application of peptides was reviewed. After that, the topic of nuclear 
imaging-guided peptidic drug targets and labeling techniques and recent develop-
ments in therapy was discussed. In the last part, information about cell-penetrating 
peptides that can be used as molecular carries is mentioned with providing classifi-
cation and cellular uptake mechanism of them.

2. Solid-phase peptide synthesis (SSPS)

The specific characters of peptides (high bioactivity, high specificity, and 
low toxicity) have made them attractive therapeutic agents. The synthesis of the 
peptides may provide sufficient material to enable further studies and to determine 
the structure-activity relationships or may provide discovery of new analogues with 
improved properties [1–7]. The peptides are able to synthesize in three methods: in 
a solution medium, on a solid support, or as a combination of the solid and the solu-
tion synthesis. Although peptide synthesis is often carried out by the solid-phase 
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method, the solution method was preferred by the pharmaceutical companies in 
the 1970s and 1980s [8]. In the solution medium synthesis method, except for the 
reversible protection of the N-amino group of the first amino acid or fragment, the 
orthogonal protection of carboxyl groups of the second amino acid or the fragment 
is needed. On the solid-phase method, the synthesis is carried out on a solid sup-
port, also called a resin. The peptide is separated from the resin after each amino 
acid in the peptide sequence is sequentially bound. In the solid-phase technique, the 
peptide that bounded to the insoluble resin is separated without any significant loss 
during the washing or filtration of the resin. All reactions are carried out in a single 
reaction vessel, and possible losses are prevented during processes such as exchange 
and transfer of reaction vessels [9]. Another one is hybrid synthesis which is the 
composition of the solution and SPPS methods. Herein, the peptide to be synthe-
sized is obtained after the condensation from a solution of two or more suitable 
peptide sequences, which are obtained mainly by solid-phase synthesis [10].

The principle of peptide synthesis in the solid phase is quite simple. The peptide 
chain is attached to the stable solid phase. The peptide sequence remains bound 
on this resin for the duration of the synthesis. During the synthesis that includes 
deprotection, activation, and coupling steps, other soluble chemicals outside the 
resin beads are removed by filtration and washing. In the last stage, the desired 
product is separated from the solid phase by cleavage procedure. Purification 
and characterization procedures are carried out in the free solution of the desired 
product [11]. In SPPS, although there are two main strategies, the Boc approach 
requires the use of hard acids such as HF; thus the majority of synthetic peptides are 
nowadays synthesized by using Fmoc chemistry. The most important advantage of 
the Fmoc method compared to Boc strategy is that it does not require corrosive acids 
such as TFA during the synthesis cycle, and thus the synthesis can be automated. 
In this method, the N-terminal amine groups, the acid-labile side-chain protect-
ing groups, and the linkers forming the protecting group of the C-terminal amino 
acid are protected by the base-labile Fmoc group [12, 13]. Solid support materials 
(resins), linkers, protecting groups, and cleavage cocktail solutions are general 
components of the solid-phase peptide synthesis.

The resin is a spherical polymer ball bearing the active groups to which the first 
amino acid (indicates the first amino acid at the C-terminus of the sequence) of 
the sequence to be synthesized can be attached. The solid supports used in the 
solid-phase peptide synthesis must be stable against mechanical mixing, vari-
ous temperature conditions, and different types of solvents, must have a narrow 
range of resin bead sizes, and must have high swelling properties (should be able 
to swell up to 5–6 times in DCM, dimethylformamide (DMF), etc.); thus the 
reagents can reach the active regions of the resin. The solid support material is 
usually used in a size of about 100–200 mesh or 200–400 mesh, and the peptide 
chain is extended by the addition of amino acids on each other on the resin. The 
most common classes of resins are the classic polystyrene (PS) resins (cross-
linked with 1% of divinylbenzene (DVB)), the PS-functionalized polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) resins, pure cross-linked PEG resins, and polystyrene cross-linked 
with 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate resin (PS-HDODA) [14–20]. The solid support 
used in the synthesis can be of two kinds depending on whether or not the initial 
amino acid of the sequence to be synthesized is bound to the resin. Accordingly, 
there are two types of resin, either pre-loaded or unloaded, but pre-loaded resin is 
generally preferred. The pre-loaded resins differ depending on whether they are 
lowly loaded or highly loaded. When the highly loaded resin is used, aggregation 
of the peptide sequences growing on the resin increases, and this will lead to the 
deletion of an amino acid which is an undesirable situation; therefore, the use of 
lowly loaded resins is common [19].
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functional group(s) called linker are attached. The number of these active groups on 
the resin (substitution) is important in calculating the theoretical yield of a peptide to 
be synthesized and in determining the amount of chemicals (deprotection, activation, 
coupling) required for the synthesis of a peptide. Depending on the functional group of 
the C-terminal end of the target peptide sequence, peptide acids or peptide amides can 
be synthesized by means of an ester or an amide bond, respectively. While the peptide 
acids are obtained using 4-benzyloxybenzyl alcohol (Wang), 2-(4-hydroxymethyl)
phenoxyacetic acid (HMPA), superacid-sensitive resin (SASRIN), and 2-chlorotrityl 
linkers, the peptide amides rink amide, 4-methyl benzhydryl amide (MBHA), and 
Sieber and primary amide (PAL) linkers are required (Figure 1) [13]. After the cleavage 
procedure, C-terminus of the peptide sequence remains ▬COOH or ▬NH2 depending 
on the type of the linker on the resin beads [13, 19, 21, 22].

The reaction between the activated carboxylic group of one amino acid and the 
amino group of another amino acid is needed for a peptide linkage. In order to pre-
vent side reactions from occurring, the remaining functional groups of each amino 
acid must be appropriately protected. For this purpose, many protecting groups are 
used to prevent the reaction of different types of functional groups. Because each 
amino acid contains different groups in its side chains, the protecting groups which 
prevent these groups from reacting vary according to the amino acid and used 
methodology (Fmoc or Boc chemistry). Some amino acids have not any functional 
groups to react in the side groups; only alpha-amino groups of these amino acids are 
protected by Fmoc or Boc [23–33].

Cleavage is one of the most important steps in solid-phase peptide synthesis. 
Exposing a resin to a cleavage cocktail is not an easy reaction; it brings a series of 
competitive reactions. Unless appropriate reagents and reaction conditions are 
selected in the cleavage process, the desired peptide can be irreversibly modified or 
damaged. Also, since the DMF used in the solid-phase peptide synthesis can inhibit 
TFA acidolysis, before starting the cleavage, the peptide-bound resin should be 
washed with DCM to remove all DMF. The goal of cleavage is to split the synthe-
sized peptide sequence from the resin while also removing amino acid side-chain 
protecting groups. For this process, strong acids such as anhydrous HF, TFMSA, or 
TMSOTf are used in Boc chemistry, while cocktails containing TFA are preferred 
in the Fmoc process  [12, 22, 34]. Additional substances such as EDT, phenol, 
and thioanisole called scavengers are put into the cleavage medium to prevent the 
cationic products occurring during the cleavage process to attack the amino acids 
that are having electron-rich side chains such as Trp, Tyr, and Met. Considering the 
amino acid types involved in the resin-linked peptide sequence synthesized by the 
solid-phase peptide synthesis method, it is decided to which type and how much 
scavenger add to the cleavage cocktail. For example, when there is one or more Trp 
in the peptide sequence, using EDT in the cleavage will substantially protect Trp 
against oxidation. Typically, the peptide-bound resin is treated using 95% TFA with 
gentle shaking for 1–3 h [12, 22, 34, 35].

The crude peptides synthesized by solid-phase peptide synthesis with the depro-
tection, activation, and coupling and cleavage steps are mostly analyzed on analyti-
cal HPLC using C18 columns at a concentration of 1 mg/mL with gradient elution 
method of water (0.1% TFA) and acetonitrile (0.1% TFA) as mobile phase. If purifi-
cation of the synthesized peptide is required according to the application to be used, 
preparative HPLC is used. For the analysis, the peptide should be dissolved in a 
minimum volume of 0.1% TFA in water, and the acetonitrile and water gradient elu-
tion is adjusted according to the polarity of the peptide [12, 22, 35–37]. The molecu-
lar weight of the synthesized peptide is confirmed by mass spectroscopy. The most 
commonly used methods are LC-MS, MALDI-TOF, and LC-QTOF-MS. Systems 
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method, the solution method was preferred by the pharmaceutical companies in 
the 1970s and 1980s [8]. In the solution medium synthesis method, except for the 
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during the washing or filtration of the resin. All reactions are carried out in a single 
reaction vessel, and possible losses are prevented during processes such as exchange 
and transfer of reaction vessels [9]. Another one is hybrid synthesis which is the 
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amino acid (indicates the first amino acid at the C-terminus of the sequence) of 
the sequence to be synthesized can be attached. The solid supports used in the 
solid-phase peptide synthesis must be stable against mechanical mixing, vari-
ous temperature conditions, and different types of solvents, must have a narrow 
range of resin bead sizes, and must have high swelling properties (should be able 
to swell up to 5–6 times in DCM, dimethylformamide (DMF), etc.); thus the 
reagents can reach the active regions of the resin. The solid support material is 
usually used in a size of about 100–200 mesh or 200–400 mesh, and the peptide 
chain is extended by the addition of amino acids on each other on the resin. The 
most common classes of resins are the classic polystyrene (PS) resins (cross-
linked with 1% of divinylbenzene (DVB)), the PS-functionalized polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) resins, pure cross-linked PEG resins, and polystyrene cross-linked 
with 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate resin (PS-HDODA) [14–20]. The solid support 
used in the synthesis can be of two kinds depending on whether or not the initial 
amino acid of the sequence to be synthesized is bound to the resin. Accordingly, 
there are two types of resin, either pre-loaded or unloaded, but pre-loaded resin is 
generally preferred. The pre-loaded resins differ depending on whether they are 
lowly loaded or highly loaded. When the highly loaded resin is used, aggregation 
of the peptide sequences growing on the resin increases, and this will lead to the 
deletion of an amino acid which is an undesirable situation; therefore, the use of 
lowly loaded resins is common [19].
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in the peptide sequence, using EDT in the cleavage will substantially protect Trp 
against oxidation. Typically, the peptide-bound resin is treated using 95% TFA with 
gentle shaking for 1–3 h [12, 22, 34, 35].

The crude peptides synthesized by solid-phase peptide synthesis with the depro-
tection, activation, and coupling and cleavage steps are mostly analyzed on analyti-
cal HPLC using C18 columns at a concentration of 1 mg/mL with gradient elution 
method of water (0.1% TFA) and acetonitrile (0.1% TFA) as mobile phase. If purifi-
cation of the synthesized peptide is required according to the application to be used, 
preparative HPLC is used. For the analysis, the peptide should be dissolved in a 
minimum volume of 0.1% TFA in water, and the acetonitrile and water gradient elu-
tion is adjusted according to the polarity of the peptide [12, 22, 35–37]. The molecu-
lar weight of the synthesized peptide is confirmed by mass spectroscopy. The most 
commonly used methods are LC-MS, MALDI-TOF, and LC-QTOF-MS. Systems 
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with such a combination of chromatography and spectroscopy are useful for the 
complete characterization of synthetic peptides. While chromatographic analyses 
allow us to have knowledge about the peptides’ purity, the molecular weight of the 
peptides is determined by MS analyses. It is also found in some systems that deter-
mine the amino acid sequence of the peptide molecule like amino acid analyzer and 
LC-MS-MS. Information on structural properties of peptides can also be obtained 
by NMR and FTIR methods. With NMR and FTIR, the structures of the peptides 
are further elucidated via specific binding and functional groups [12, 35]. Moreover 
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy gives information about the conformation 
and secondary structures of polypeptides. This technique can be used to distinguish 
between random coil, alpha-helix, or beta-sheet structures [38, 39].

Figure 1. 
Some of the fundamental linkers used on the Fmoc-based SPSS [22].
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3. Peptide vaccines

The increase in studies on peptide vaccines in recent years shows that peptide 
vaccines will be an important part of new-generation vaccine systems. Vaccines 
are indispensable in protecting human and community health in terms of reducing 
infectious diseases, disability, and deaths and, most importantly, eliminating and 
eradicating the long-term disease. The development of the vaccine, which began 
with the observations of Edward Jenner at the end of the eighteenth century, has 
significantly reduced the number of infections and diseases until now [40–42]. 
Traditional vaccines (live-attenuated or inactivated vaccines) have been widely 
used over the last hundred years to develop effective vaccines against many diseases. 
However, the use of this technology is a source of concern because of the problems 
encountered in the preparation and use of such vaccines. The disadvantages of clas-
sical vaccines such as the increased need for safety, high cost in the production of 
large-scale vaccine preparations, high genetic variability of pathogens, side effects, 
and risk of leak of the disease agent have necessitated research to develop new tech-
nological vaccines [43, 44]. The basis for new vaccine technologies is the production 
of high-purity subunit vaccines that contain a small part of the pathogen necessary 
to generate an immune response. Subunit vaccines can be composed of polysac-
charides and proteins or their peptide fragments. Synthetic peptide vaccines consist 
of 20–30 amino acids containing the specific epitope of a corresponding antigen 
against various diseases. There is no limitation from cancer diseases to allergies 
in diseases targeted by peptide vaccines. The advantages of peptide vaccines have 
enabled peptides to be preferred in vaccine technology [45–48]. Although many 
peptide vaccine studies continue, there is no approved peptide vaccine for human 
use. According to the database of clinical studies maintained on ClinicalTrials.gov, 
in the search on the topic of peptide vaccine until mid-December 2018, 374 clinical 
trials in phase I, 272 clinical trials in phase II, 14 clinical trials in phase III, and 2 
clinical trials in phase IV have been found [47, 49]. Furthermore, it is reported in 
the literature that a veterinary peptide vaccine against canine parvovirus, which is 
targeted against animal diseases, is effective [50]. Advantages involved in the choice 
of peptide-based vaccine can be summarized as follows: Peptide-based vaccines 
are more reliable than classical vaccines because they are produced using chemical 
synthetic approaches almost exclusively. It does not produce any unwanted immune 
response as it does not contain biological material. Also, this situation eliminates 
the risk of biological contamination. The rapid, easy, inexpensive, and high-purity 
synthesis of peptides by microwave-assisted solid-phase peptide synthesis methods 
is an important advantage for the use of peptides in vaccine systems. These syn-
thesized peptide antigens can be fully characterized by analytical methods. “Cold 
chain” is not required generally during transport and storage of peptide vaccines. 
Peptide vaccines have high stability and are typically water-soluble. Allergic and/
or reactogenic effects are avoided by the usage of peptide vaccines. Peptide vaccines 
can be customized using the peptide epitope of one or more antigens [46, 51, 52].

Despite all its advantages, there are some limitations of peptide-based vaccines. 
The peptides alone are generally weakly immunogenic, have poor release properties 
and are easily undergo enzymatic degradation. These disadvantages can be over-
come using adjuvants and delivery systems. Adjuvants, derived from the Latin word 
“adjuvare,” which means “to help,” play a crucial role to the elicitation of a strong 
immune response to an antigen [49, 53–56]. The first step in the development of 
peptide vaccines is the identification of the structure of peptide epitopes which will 
provide effective and long-term immunity. After the synthesis and characterization 
of specific antigens to be determined, the appropriate adjuvant and delivery system 
selection is carried out [43, 46]. Currently, instead of classical adjuvants, the use of 
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The increase in studies on peptide vaccines in recent years shows that peptide 
vaccines will be an important part of new-generation vaccine systems. Vaccines 
are indispensable in protecting human and community health in terms of reducing 
infectious diseases, disability, and deaths and, most importantly, eliminating and 
eradicating the long-term disease. The development of the vaccine, which began 
with the observations of Edward Jenner at the end of the eighteenth century, has 
significantly reduced the number of infections and diseases until now [40–42]. 
Traditional vaccines (live-attenuated or inactivated vaccines) have been widely 
used over the last hundred years to develop effective vaccines against many diseases. 
However, the use of this technology is a source of concern because of the problems 
encountered in the preparation and use of such vaccines. The disadvantages of clas-
sical vaccines such as the increased need for safety, high cost in the production of 
large-scale vaccine preparations, high genetic variability of pathogens, side effects, 
and risk of leak of the disease agent have necessitated research to develop new tech-
nological vaccines [43, 44]. The basis for new vaccine technologies is the production 
of high-purity subunit vaccines that contain a small part of the pathogen necessary 
to generate an immune response. Subunit vaccines can be composed of polysac-
charides and proteins or their peptide fragments. Synthetic peptide vaccines consist 
of 20–30 amino acids containing the specific epitope of a corresponding antigen 
against various diseases. There is no limitation from cancer diseases to allergies 
in diseases targeted by peptide vaccines. The advantages of peptide vaccines have 
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use. According to the database of clinical studies maintained on ClinicalTrials.gov, 
in the search on the topic of peptide vaccine until mid-December 2018, 374 clinical 
trials in phase I, 272 clinical trials in phase II, 14 clinical trials in phase III, and 2 
clinical trials in phase IV have been found [47, 49]. Furthermore, it is reported in 
the literature that a veterinary peptide vaccine against canine parvovirus, which is 
targeted against animal diseases, is effective [50]. Advantages involved in the choice 
of peptide-based vaccine can be summarized as follows: Peptide-based vaccines 
are more reliable than classical vaccines because they are produced using chemical 
synthetic approaches almost exclusively. It does not produce any unwanted immune 
response as it does not contain biological material. Also, this situation eliminates 
the risk of biological contamination. The rapid, easy, inexpensive, and high-purity 
synthesis of peptides by microwave-assisted solid-phase peptide synthesis methods 
is an important advantage for the use of peptides in vaccine systems. These syn-
thesized peptide antigens can be fully characterized by analytical methods. “Cold 
chain” is not required generally during transport and storage of peptide vaccines. 
Peptide vaccines have high stability and are typically water-soluble. Allergic and/
or reactogenic effects are avoided by the usage of peptide vaccines. Peptide vaccines 
can be customized using the peptide epitope of one or more antigens [46, 51, 52].

Despite all its advantages, there are some limitations of peptide-based vaccines. 
The peptides alone are generally weakly immunogenic, have poor release properties 
and are easily undergo enzymatic degradation. These disadvantages can be over-
come using adjuvants and delivery systems. Adjuvants, derived from the Latin word 
“adjuvare,” which means “to help,” play a crucial role to the elicitation of a strong 
immune response to an antigen [49, 53–56]. The first step in the development of 
peptide vaccines is the identification of the structure of peptide epitopes which will 
provide effective and long-term immunity. After the synthesis and characterization 
of specific antigens to be determined, the appropriate adjuvant and delivery system 
selection is carried out [43, 46]. Currently, instead of classical adjuvants, the use of 
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new generation of more effective adjuvants is being studied. It is aimed to overcome 
the disadvantages of the traditional adjuvants with the development of modern 
adjuvants and delivery systems. Alum (insoluble salts of aluminum), which is a 
classical adjuvant, is a weak immune stimulant; its mechanisms of action are not 
fully elucidated and have a possibility of side effects. Emulsion adjuvants such as 
incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA), complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA), and lipid 
A are used; however, it is important to develop safer adjuvants due to their toxicity 
[46, 49, 57, 58]. Protein and synthetic polymer carriers play an important role in 
new-generation vaccine systems. The immunogenicity of peptide vaccines based on 
conjugation to protein and polymeric carriers is enhanced. Bovine serum albumin 
(BSA), keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH), human serum albumin (HSA), and 
ovalbumin (OVA) are the most preferred proteins in peptide-protein conjugates [51, 
59, 60]. In recent years, peptide-polymer conjugations using synthetic polymeric 
carriers have gained importance. Polymers to be selected in peptide-polymer con-
jugates, should be biocompatible, be relatively easy to synthesize and be modifiable 
according to the recommended use. This situation is pointed out that such polymers 
are important carrier candidates for peptide vaccines [61–63].

Nanoparticles are investigated for their potential use as vaccine delivery systems. 
The use of nanoparticles in peptide-based vaccines may be useful in elimination 
of limitations with small peptide antigens. It can play a critical role in increas-
ing the size of the antigen molecule, protecting the peptides from enzymatic 
degradation, and the delivery of the peptides to the targeted cells. Inorganic 
NPs, lipid-based NPs, polymeric NPs, and carbohydrates are common classes of 
nanoparticles. Especially polymeric NPs are of great interest for vaccination due to 
their biocompatibility and predictable degradation. In addition to natural polymers 
such as chitosan, dextran, and albumin, synthetic polymers such as polyesters, 
polyanhydrides, and polyamides can be mentioned. Mostly studied poly(lactic-co-
glycolic acid) (PLGA) is a synthetic copolymer composed of lactide and glycolide 
and approved by the European Medicine Agency (EMA) and US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) [64]. This polymer, which is biodegradable and biocom-
patible, is suitable for vaccine and drug delivery systems in humans. In the usage 
of polymeric nanoparticles as delivery systems for peptide vaccines, the peptide 
may be covalently/non-covalently attached to the surface of the particles through 
functional groups, or the peptide may be loaded into the nanoparticles [65–69].

Peptide vaccines are considered to be critical in the production of effective, safe, 
inexpensive, and easy to produce vaccines by the abovementioned advantages and 
the development of new adjuvants.

4. Utilizing of peptides as radio-theranostic agents

This part of the chapter will introduce the chemistry behind the radiolabel-
ing of peptide-based diagnostic and/or therapeutic pharmaceutical systems used 
for nuclear oncological imaging and present research related to drug discovery in 
various areas such as chemistry, bioengineering, nanoscience, and nuclear oncology 
[70]. Synthetic peptide-based drugs labeled by radiochemically different techniques 
are used in routine clinical applications for diagnosis and therapy of diseases. 
Peptides targeting the somatostatin receptor subtypes have been routinely applied 
for peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) of neuroendocrine and prostate 
cancers. Tumor regression, lengthening survival, and increased quality of life were 
observed in the patients treated with 177Lu-/90Y-labeled peptide conjugates [71]. 
This section provides an overview of various targeting and labeling techniques for 
receptor-targeted imaging.
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4.1 Radiolabeled peptide analogues

PRRT with radiolabeled peptide pharmaceuticals is a suitable and promising 
next-generation therapy method for inoperable  patients with metastatic tumor. 
Radiolabeled peptide ligands are effective vectors for both detection and treatment 
of tumor cells overexpressing receptors specifically binding these ligands. Such 
radiopharmaceuticals, called as “theranostics,” can be administered for diagnosis 
besides treatment, depending on the type of radionuclide being bound to the 
peptide sequence. Especially somatostatin and prostate-specific membrane antigen 
(PSMA)-based peptide analogues have significantly influenced the staging and 
therapy of patients. Mentioned analogues are used in clinical routine as an integral 
part of the treatment [72].

4.1.1 Radionuclide therapy using somatostatin analogues

PRRT and radiolabeled somatostatin (SST) peptide analogues are highly effec-
tive treatment agents. Somatostatin is in the form of dominant but functionally 
less active 14 amino acids called SST-14 and SST-28 in the form of a larger and 
stronger 28 amino acids [73]. According to the structure-activity researches of 
SST-14, although the amino acid residues of Phe, Trp, Lys, and Thr which contain 
a β-turn are important for bioactivity, different amino acids may be replaced by 
the Phe and Thr amino acids for this bioactivity, whereas Trp and Lys residues are 
definitely required. Octreotide, lanreotide, vapreotide, and pasireotide, which are 
the 4SS analogue synthetic peptides, are currently used actively in routine clinical 
applications. The octreotide compound, which is the synthetic peptide compared 
to the natural SST, was found to be 19 times more effective in inhibition of growth 
hormone secretion [74]. The presence of the D-Phe at the N-terminal end and the 
L-Thr at the C-terminal end and the replacement of the L-Trp at position 8 with 
D-Trp ensure that the peptide is resistant to degradation [75]. The somatostatin 
receptor family contains five receptor subtypes, sst1–sst5. Most of the neuroen-
docrine tumors, especially subtype 2 (sst2), have a strong overexpression of sst. 
The clinical use of radiolabeled sst-targeting analogue [111In-DTPA0]octreotide 
initiated the development of numerous somatostatin analogues. This analogue is 
used as a theranostic agent in positive metastatic tumors. Tumor regression and 
survival improvement can be provided with [90Y-DOTA0,Tyr3]octreotide and 
[177Lu-DOTA0,Tyr3]octreotate. Several phase-1 and phase-2 PRRT trials were 
carried out using [90Y-DOTA0-Tyr3]octreotide. Tumor regression responses in the 
clinical studies with these agents in patients who suffered from GEP-NETs ranged 
from 9 to 33% [70]. As a result of the administration of the radiolabeled antagonist 
125I-JR11 and agonist 125I-Tyr3-octreotide in different tumors, it was found that the 
antagonist binds to the SSTR2 region at a rate of 3.8–21.8-fold higher [76]. This sig-
nificantly increased binding not only provides a more accurate localization in tumor 
and metastasis but also enables therapeutic interventions with radiolabeled SSTR 
antagonists to be more effective. Despite the low SSTR2 concentrations, tumors 
other than GEP-NETs and lung NETs have been targeted with SSTR2 antagonists; 
tumors of these types are breast cancer, medullary thyroid cancer, non-Hodgkin 
lymphomas, renal cell cancer, and small-cell lung cancer [76, 77].

4.1.2 Radionuclide therapy using PSMA analogues

PSMA has become an interesting target for the diagnosis and therapy of 
peptide receptors for small molecule ligands [78]. Since PSMA is often overex-
pressed in prostate cancer (PCa) cases, many different PSMA ligands are aimed 
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4.1 Radiolabeled peptide analogues
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from 9 to 33% [70]. As a result of the administration of the radiolabeled antagonist 
125I-JR11 and agonist 125I-Tyr3-octreotide in different tumors, it was found that the 
antagonist binds to the SSTR2 region at a rate of 3.8–21.8-fold higher [76]. This sig-
nificantly increased binding not only provides a more accurate localization in tumor 
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antagonists to be more effective. Despite the low SSTR2 concentrations, tumors 
other than GEP-NETs and lung NETs have been targeted with SSTR2 antagonists; 
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to be targeted by the same biological mechanism to diagnose and treat meta-
static castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC). Many studies proved the 
superiority of 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT (positron emission tomography/computed 
tomography) as compared to CT, MRI, or bone scan for determination of metas-
tases for first staging at initial diagnosis [79, 80]. Imaging with PSMA in nuclear 
medicine substantially affected the detection and treatment of patients with 
prostate cancer. PSMA has been known to be promising and frequently preferred 
in advanced clinical studies because of providing preliminary information for 
different types of clinical conditions and detecting lesions with low PSA levels 
[81]. PET/CT data obtained using PSMA provides a noninvasive evaluation of 
PSMA expression and is used for restaging prostate cancer after radical prosta-
tectomy when PSA level is low [82]. Also, it can be applied in endoradiotherapy 
because of the intracellular internalization feature of PSMA. A small molecule 
inhibitor of PSMA ((S)-2-(3-((S)-1-carboxy-5-(3-(4-[124I]iodophenyl) ureido)
pentyl)ureido)pentanedioicacid; MIP-1095) has been administrated to evaluate 
potential therapeutic use of 131I-MIP-1095 in men with mCRPC [83]. Due to 
their molecular and specificity similarity, 68Ga-PSMA-11, 68Ga-PSMA-617, and 
68Ga-PSMA-I&T are abbreviated as 68Ga-PSMA. 68Ga-PSMA-11 biodistribu-
tion was known to correspond well to cellular detection of PSMA expression. 
68Ga-PSMA-617 and 68Ga-PSMA-I&T peptidic ligands demonstrated similar 
distribution and imaging properties [79].

4.1.3 Radionuclide therapy using other peptide analogues

For clinical applications, it is preferred that the peptide analogues are metaboli-
cally stable. The natural structure of the peptides makes them sensitive to peptidase 
and rapidly breaks down in blood and other tissues, so their potential uses as radio-
pharmaceuticals are restricted. Strategies for stabilizing peptides include incorpo-
rating biologically insoluble peptide bonds, stabilized amino acid derivatives, and 
cyclization [70]. Although the stability is advantageous, it is necessary to keep the 
nuclide in the tumor area for a long period of time for a good target-to-nontarget 
ratios and to rapidly clear the nuclide from nontarget tissues and blood. Researches 
on the topic of peptide-based radiopharmaceuticals have mostly been focused on 
receptor agonists. However, in recent years, somatostatin and bombesin antagonist 
peptide analogues have also been best shown for receptor targeting [72].

4.1.3.1 GRP receptor-targeting peptides

Overexpression of gastrin-releasing peptide receptors (GRPR) is seen in many 
human tumors, including prostate and breast tumors. Bombesin (BN), a 14-amino 
acid peptide with high affinity to the GRP receptor, is used for GRP receptor-
targeted tumor imaging and treatment. 111In- and 99Tcm-labeled BN analogues 
have been improved for SPECT imaging of GRP receptors. After a while, a novel 
DTPA-bound BN analogue, [111In-DTPA-ACMpip5, Tha6, βAla11, Tha13, Nle14]
BN (5–14) (Cmp 3), was synthesized. Replacement of the DTPA chelator in the 
111In-Cmp3 analogue with a DOTA makes the compound suitable for therapeutic 
use and diagnostic PET imaging. Another promising peptide-conjugated DOTA is 
177Lu-AMBA (DOTA-BN (7–14)), which exhibits good tumor-background ratios. 
The 177Lu-AMBA is excreted through the kidneys, but kidney excretion cannot 
be reduced by co-lysine injection because there is not any lysine in the peptide 
structure. Nowadays, it is the first choice in the targeting of 68Ga GRP receptors as a 
positron emitter radionuclide which provides shorter half-life and in-house radio-
labeling procedures as well as more accurate high-resolution PET images. Recently, 
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imaging studies have been studied to detect a GRPR and integrin αvβ3 dual target-
ing tracer 68Ga-BBN-RGD for PET/CT imaging of metastatic breast cancer [84]. 
Recent researches on BN analogues have focused on the DOTA chelating systems for 
multi-use options such as SPECT, PET, and PRRT [72].

4.1.3.2 NT receptor-targeting peptides

Neurotensin (NT) with 13 amino acids in its structure is expressed in the central 
nervous system, peripheral tissues, and gastrointestinal system [72]. Despite overex-
pression of neurotensin receptors in 75% of ductal pancreatic carcinomas, NT recep-
tor expression of endocrine pancreatic tumors, pancreatitis, and normal pancreatic 
tissue is negative (somatostatin positive) [85]. In a clinical study using 111In-labeled 
DTPA and DOTA-conjugated NT analogues, a number of specific changes were 
made to unnatural amino acids, indicating that the C-terminus plays a key role in the 
binding and biological properties of the peptide, and there is not a critical change in 
receptor binding activity of the peptide [72]. Because of high renal involvement of 
111In-NT analogues, PRRT is not considered appropriate with these analogues. With 
the discovery of three times more stable 99Tcm-labeled NT (NT-XIX) analogue, a bet-
ter tumor-to-kidney ratio, higher tumor involvement, and higher kidney excretion 
were achieved. 99Tcm-Demotensin, which was a high-stability NT analogue, has a 
higher tumor-to-intestinal and tumor-to-liver ratios, but the most appropriate ratios 
for imaging pancreatic tumors were obtained with the 111In-labeled analogues [86].

4.1.3.3 CCK2 receptor-targeting peptides

It has been determined that in the majority of medullary thyroid carcinomas 
(MTCs), in a high rate of small-cell lung cancer patients, stromal ovarian cancers, 
astrocytomas, and some other tumor types have cholecystokinin-2 (CCK2) recep-
tors. The CCK2 receptor-specific CCK peptide analogue was conjugated with 
DTPA for targeting this receptor [85]. The highest tumor uptake and too high renal 
involvement have been demonstrated at minigastrin analogues containing the 
CCK8 sequence. The addition of the histidine residues to the array almost reduces 
the kidney uptake by twofold. According to a study carried out in mice bearing the 
AR42J tumor, it was reported that the DOTA-conjugated HHEAYGWMDF peptide 
sequence exhibited the highest tumor-to-kidney ratio compared to all peptides 
studied [86]. Additionally, 99Tc-labeled N4-derived analogues of minigastrin have 
been synthesized [72]. Although studies with these radioligands are still in the 
initial stage for PRRT, they have significance features for the future.

4.1.3.4 GLP-1 receptor-targeting peptides

The glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) receptor which is overexpressed in human 
endocrine tumors, insulinomas, gastrinomas, and pheochromocytomas is a subtype 
of glucagon receptors used as a vehicle for in vivo tumor targeting. Because natural 
GLP-1 receptor agonists are metabolized quickly in the blood, a more stable and 
specific exendin peptide has been developed for use in the scintigraphic imaging of 
GLP-1 receptor-expressing tumors [72]. In the following years, 111In-DTPALys40-
exendin-4 [72] and [Lys40 (Ahx-DTPA-111In) NH2] exendin-4 conjugates with 
high tumor-background ratios have been optimized with using animal models [87]. 
In a clinical study based on the development of GLP-1 receptor-targeting analogues, 
PET/CT imaging with the 68Ga-NOTA-exendin-4 peptide analogue has been 
reported to be a highly susceptible imaging technique for the detection of insuli-
noma localization [88].
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4.1.3.5 αvβ3 integrin-targeting peptides

αvβ3 integrins are a transmembrane protein that can be expressed in prolif-
erative endothelial cells and overexpressed in newly formed blood vessels where 
tumors are fed. The arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) tripeptide is essential 
for the interaction of extracellular matrix proteins to αvβ3 receptors. The cyclic 
RGD analogue containing these amino acids has the highest binding affinity. 
Many radiolabeled DTPA and DOTA-RGD conjugates with 111In, 90Y, 177Lu, 
68Ga, and 64Cu which provide SPECT and PET imaging and PRRT have been 
discovered in recent years. Monomeric, dimeric, and tetrameric RGD peptides 
are bound to DOTA for developing receptor binding affinity and then radiola-
beled with 111In. Although the monomeric and dimeric analogues have higher 
in vitro receptor affinity, the in vivo tumor uptake of the tetrameric analogue 
is higher. Also, it has been shown that multimeric RGD peptides are effective 
clinical molecules for in vivo determination of tumor angiogenesis in cancer 
patients [72].

4.2 Radiopeptides

In clinical practice, radiolabeled receptor ligands are used routinely for diag-
nostic imaging of overexpressed receptors and PRRT. Causes of clinical success of 
radiopeptidic receptor ligands are the following:

1. First, the presence of different radionuclides, having similar chemical proper-
ties, enables to label the same peptide with different radionuclides for different 
clinical purposes (SPECT, PET, PRRT).

2. Second, the influence of the high hydrophilic radiometal complex on peptide 
pharmacokinetics leads to rapid renal excretion and good target/background 
ratios.

3. Third, one-step in-house labeling methodology that facilitates the preparation 
of peptide radiopharmaceuticals in clinical routine [89].

The radioiodine which is used for radiolabeling of biologically active molecules 
is frequently preferred in PET imaging (124I), SPECT imaging (123/125I), treat-
ment of different cancer types (131I), and biodistribution and kinetic investigation 
of novel peptide radiopharmaceuticals (125I). Direct radioiodination is based on 
the substitution of an aromatic proton with *I+ (electrophilic radioiodide) and is 
successful only in electron-rich aromatic systems including activating substituents 
such as ▬OH, ▬NH2, ▬OR, ▬NHCOR, or ▬SR. For in situ production of *I+, 
chloramine-T (sodium tosylchloroamide) and iodogen (1, 3, 4, 6-tetrachloro-3a, 
6a-diphenylglycoluril) are utilized. Chloramine-T is added to the reaction medium 
with sodium metabisulfite to terminate the labeling reaction and prevent oxidative 
damage. Oxidative enzymes (lactoperoxidase) are used for substitution of peptide 
sequences that have high sensitivity to oxidation. Tyr- and also His-containing pep-
tides are readily radioiodinated in buffers such as phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
or Tris (hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (TRIS) at pH 7–8. Pre-radioiodination 
should be carried out by prosthetic groups. Selective prosthetic group conjugation is 
provided to the thiols with the help of pre-radioiodinated maleimides, and pre-
labeling of the corresponding peptide is carried out by the use of stannylated vinyl 
alkylating agents. In this way, tissue deiodinase and unfavorable structural condi-
tions for radioiodination can be overcome [90].
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Complex biomolecules such as peptides or proteins cannot be directly labeled 
with a highly basic [18F] fluoride by nucleophilic substitution and cannot tolerate 
labeling conditions. Activated aromatic precursors (NO2, CN, CI, etc.) are sub-
stituents bound to the leaving group in the ortho- or para-position. Many receptor 
binding peptides such as octreotide, bombesin, neurotensin, and RGD analogues 
have been labeled using [18F]FP-NP(4-nitrophenyl-2-[18F]fluoropropionate) or 
[18F]SFB(N-succinimidyl-4-[18F]fluorobenzoate) [91]. Chemoselective strategies 
provide a one-step prosthetic group labeling reaction by unprotected precursors. 
Reaction of a 18F-labeled aldehyde with aminooxy- or hydrazino-functionalized 
peptides so-called click chemistry has recently found most popular application [89]. 
A suitable chelating agent is required for the radio metallization of the peptides. 
When a chelating agent is conjugated with a receptor binding peptide, it can affect 
both the binding affinity of the peptidic ligand and peptide pharmacokinetics [89]. 
Radiolabeling of peptides with the oxo-technetium ions (TcO2

+,TcO+) is carried 
out by using peptide-bound tetradentate 99Tcm chelators (N3S or N4 scaffold). The 
peptides are coordinated with donor groups such as amine, carboxylate, or hydroxyl 
of the HYNIC (hydrazinonicotinic acid) chelator. In order to initiate the labeling 
reaction, a generator eluate (99Tcm-saline) should be added into a vial containing 
all the mixtures. For the labeling with 99Tcm, the [99Tcm(CO)3(H2O)3]+; disodium 
boronocarbonate, Na2[HBCO2] (which also serves as an in situ CO source); and 
stannous ion, SnCI2 (reducing agent) are used [89]. 68Gallium labeling reaction 
is initiated by eluting the 68Ge/68Ga generator using hydrochloric acid (HCl) 
(0.05–0.60 M). Approximately 2 mL of the eluent is transferred to the reaction vial. 
Reaction vial containing a mixture of the lyophilized DOTA-peptide conjugate and 
sodium acetate buffer with the eluent is heated for 15 minutes at 100°C (25 min at 
90–95°C). The intermediate product is pushed through an extraction cartridge. The 
final product is analyzed to determine the labeling efficacy and purity [92].

5. Cell-penetrating peptides as molecular carries

The selective permeability and hydrophobic profile of the cellular membranes 
provide strict control of the molecular changes between the cytosol and the extracel-
lular environment [93–95]. Generally, peptides are selective and effective signaling 
molecules which bind to specific cell surface receptors that are involved in physi-
ological mechanisms such as peptides, hormones, neurotransmitters, growth factors, 
G-cell receptors (GPCRs), and ion channel ligands [96]. This characteristic of the 
peptides mentioned above and their attractive pharmacological profile represent a 
new starting point in the redesign and in-cell recruitment of molecules for therapeutic 
purposes [93–97]. Prior to the discovery of cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), various 
methods have been used for cellular uptake of therapeutic agents and drugs, such as 
microinjection, electroporation, and liposome- and viral-based vectors, but these have 
disadvantages such as restricted bioavailability, low productivity, high toxicity, and 
low specificity [95]. After all these developments, in the late 1980s, a group of short 
peptides, such as the protein translocation site, membrane translocation sequence, 
Trojan peptide, or most commonly CPP, which serve as cellular uptake and delivery 
vectors of large molecules for therapeutic purposes, were identified [94, 96].

5.1 Definition and classification of CPP

CPPs are mostly defined as the short (containing less than 40 amino acid residues) 
partially hydrophobic and/or polybasic natural and synthetic peptides [94, 97]. 
With the discovery of CPPs, it has emerged as a new tool that allows cell membrane 
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translocation without significant membrane damage and at low concentrations with-
out using any chiral receptors. Due to the penetrating properties of these effective cell-
penetrating peptides, it opened new opportunities for medical treatment and delivery 
of therapeutic agents across cells in vivo. Furthermore, and even more importantly, 
interdisciplinary studies show that CPPs are able to assist in internalizing covalently 
or electrostatically conjugated bioactive cargos such as nucleic acids, polymers, 
liposomes, nanoparticles, and low-molecular-weight drugs, with dose-dependent 
efficiency, cheapness, degradability inside cells, and low toxicity [94, 95, 97].  
There are various classifications that rely on CPPs’ qualities. A categorization based on 
the origin of the peptide is one of the classifications. The first subgroup is also called 
protein transduction domains (PTDs); they are including protein-derived peptides 
such as TAT and penetratin. The second subgroup peptides called chimeric peptides 
may occur two or more motifs from other peptides. And the last subgroup in this 
category is synthetic peptides such as the polyarginine family [94, 98]. In addition, 
CPPs are categorized according to peptide sequences and binding abilities to the lipids, 
including non-amphipathic (naCPPs), primary amphipathic (paCPPs), and second-
ary amphipathic (saCPPs) CPPs. R9 and TAT (48–60) are examples of naCPPs that 
have a high cationic amino acid ingredient, and they are bound to the cell membrane 
with a high consideration of anionic lipids. The second subgroup of paCCPs such as 
transportan or TP10 have hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues straight from their 
primary structure. The third subgroup in this categorization is saCPPs such as penetra-
tin, pVEC, and M918. Their alpha-helix or beta-sheet patterns compose amphipathic 
properties [94].

In summary, in vitro cell and membrane modeling studies have shown that 
paCPPs are more toxic than naCPP and saCPPs.

5.2 Cellular uptake mechanism of CPP

5.2.1 Direct penetration

Direct penetration of CPPs eventuates along the membrane lipid bilayers 
without the contribution of receptors in low temperatures via energy-independent 
mechanism [93, 99]. There are three different types for the internalization pathway 
of CPPs by direct penetration [93].

5.2.1.1 Barrel-stave model

In the barrel-stave model, a different number of peptides are placed in the 
inside part of the membrane to give a hoop appearance. Each of these peptide 
molecules that provide the formation of membrane channels is likened to the 
boards that make up the barrel. Due to the appearance of the membrane, this 
model is called as the barrel-stave model. The barrel-stave model is carried out by 
an accumulation of peptides consisting of cationic peptides in the amphipathic 
helix structure. In this model, the hydrophilic sides of the peptides are contacted 
with the solvent, and the hydrophobic sides of the peptide come into contact with 
the lipid bilayer of the membrane, resulting in channels or pores in the membrane. 
The critical step in the barrel-stave model is that the peptides recognize each other 
while they are attached to the membrane. The peptide molecules then interact with 
the lipid molecules present in the membrane, and the peptides pass to the hydro-
phobic side of the membrane. By adding new monomers or small oligomers to the 
resulting structure, the width of the pores increases. The peptides act in this way 
even at very low concentrations once they penetrate the phospholipid membrane in 
the target cell [93].
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5.2.1.2 Carpet-like model

According to the carpet-like model, firstly an electrostatic interaction occurs 
between the phospholipid groups on the negatively charged cell membrane bilayer 
and the positively charged peptide monomers. The hydrophilic sides of the peptide 
monomers are bound to the surface of the target cell in such a way that they overlap 
the phospholipid groups in the membrane and cover the cell as a carpet. Once the pep-
tides in this state have reached a sufficient concentration, the peptide molecules rotate, 
reorganizing the hydrophobic portion of the membrane, causing a similar effect to the 
detergents and resulting in digestion of the membrane. On the contrary to the model 
of the barrel-stave model in the carpet model, the positively charged peptides cannot 
penetrate the hydrophobic parts of the membrane but instead are in a group with the 
hydrophilic parts facing one another. According to this mechanism, CPPs can be pres-
ent in various secondary structures, sizes, and linear or cyclic form [93].

5.2.1.3 Toroidal model

In toroidal model, after the halezonal peptides are parallel to the membrane, the 
polar groups of the membrane are replaced by the hydrophobic amino acid groups 
of the peptides. This leads to the formation of cleft that is vertical to the membrane 
in the hydrophobic part of the membrane, extending along the peptide and lipid 
groups. The difference of the toroidal model and the barrel-stave model is that the 
peptides are present vertically in the lipid membrane and always form the pores in 
combination with the lipid groups [93, 100].

Direct penetration pathway results in an irreversible membrane destabilization 
and can cause artifact distribution in cells [93, 99]. Therefore, it has been shown 
that CPP-cargo complexes can be taken into the cell by a mechanism known as 
endocytosis [93, 101].

5.2.2 Endocytosis

Endocytosis is a natural process that occurs in all cells via energy-dependent 
mechanism. Different types of pinocytic pathways have been identified, since 
they vary according to the access of different CPPs and conjugated cargo com-
plexes of CPPs [96].

5.2.2.1 Macropinocytosis

Macropinocytosis, which is related to the folding of the outer surface of the 
plasma membrane, is a nonspecific uptake of the extracellular compounds. It starts 
with an invasion of a membrane promoted by actinic cytoskeleton elements to cre-
ate a pocket and large endocytic vesicles containing different types of cargoes, and 
it finishes by the occurrence of vesicles called macropinosomes. Macropinocytosis 
has critical importance in the uptake of TAT and polyarginine [93, 102]. TAT uptake 
happens when using macropinocaytosis without the need for GATs or sialic acids, 
while plasma membrane-active proteins must be present [103]. Passive transport 
does not have actin remodeling, so passive transport is recommended for CPP 
penetration instead of macropinocytosis [104].

5.2.2.2 Clathrin-mediated endocytosis

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis is the specific uptake of CPPs that have been 
shown to have significance in the uptake of penetratine, TAT peptide, and other 
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CPPs after inhibition by hyperosmolar media [96]. The mechanism starts with 
the creation of a vesicle that is covered by a crystal on the interior surface of the 
cell membrane. After the coating of clathrin proteins by vesicles, it combines 
with an early endosome which moves via microtubules from the cell into the 
nucleus. Macromolecules carried on late endosome are fused with vesicles of the 
Golgi apparatus, which include pioneer of lysosomal hydrolase. After combining, 
lysosomal hydrolase enzymes are activated, and the late endosome turns into 
active lysosome. In the lysosome, the endocytosis substance is decomposed [105].

5.2.2.3 Caveolin-mediated endocytosis

Caveolin-mediated endocytosis which starts with a flask-shaped pit in a cave-
like membrane is a specific uptake of extracellular molecules. The CPP with its 
cargo is bound to the membrane, trapped in caveolae which are linked to actinic 
cytoskeletal elements, and then a protein tyrosine phosphorylation and actin depo-
lymerization are supported. Dynamin is the type of a GTPase liable for endocytosis 
in the eukaryotic cells that define other actin polymerization on the patch. Finally, 
cargo-loaded pouches are released inside the cytosol [106]. The various endocytic 
paths mentioned above have disadvantages such as low specificity, high dependence 
on the cell line used, and decreased cell viability [96, 107].

5.2.2.4 Escape from endosomes

Endocytosis of CPPs happens in two stages as endocytic entry and endosomal 
escape. Endosomal escape is a major step to prevent disruption of the cargo in the 
lysosomes and to allow the cargo to reach the extra-endosomal aim and to achieve 
its biological activity. Several models have been proposed to prevent endosomal 
escapes of CPPs. For instance, as a result of the electrical interaction between the 
negative charges of the endosomal membrane and the positively charged parts of 
the CPPs, the membrane that triggers the release of the vesicle content leads to 
stiffing and rupture. According to the other example, reduced pH develops the 
capability of CPPs to attach to the endosomal membrane and then raises intracellu-
lar circulation; as a result of which, the increment of endocytic vesicles may ensure 
better escape from the endosomal membrane [93, 95].

5.3 Factors affecting the mechanism of cellular uptake

5.3.1 Role of glycosaminoglycans

Initially the CPPs and the cell membrane interact via electrostatic linkage to 
proteoglycans called as glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as chondroitin sulfate 
B. Since these glycoproteins are present all over the cell membrane, they make the 
cell membrane negative charges, and they compose a platform that connects the 
CPPs or CPP/cargo binding to the cellular matrix. Recent studies have shown that 
GAGs are less critical for CPP uptake than the previous opinions [93, 103, 108].

5.3.2 Peptide secondary structure

The secondary structure of amphipathic and tachycardic peptides, the CPP con-
formation, and the length of the CPP sequence are very related to cellular uptake 
mechanisms.
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5.3.3 Role of arginine-rich residues

Structure-activity relationship studies show how important it is to identify the 
single residues in the CPP structure. When the CPPs are rich in arginine (especially 
for its guanidinium group), they can compose hydrogen bonds with polar lipid 
groups. The presence of arginines in the CPP has been related with a better uptake 
efficiency. In addition, replacement or wiping of arginines may reduce the cellular 
uptake [93, 104, 106].

5.3.4 Role of chirality

Although L amino acid and D amino acid peptides have similar effects against 
heparin, cell binding affinities of CPPs containing with amino acids in the L amino 
acid peptides are higher than D amino acid peptides. On the other hand, studies 
show that using of the D amino acid peptides in terms of increasing cell sensitivity 
and decreasing enzyme degradation gives better results [93, 101].

5.3.5 Role of concentration

It has been understood from the result of thermodynamic analyses that primary 
and secondary amphipathic CPPs can pass directly through the cell membrane at 
low micromolar concentrations, but non-amphipathic CPPs often use endocytosis 
even at low concentrations [109]. The concentration threshold of direct penetration 
depends on the type of CPPs, cargo, and cell lines [93].

5.3.6 Role of cargos

The existence of the cargo could affect the CPP uptake pathway. In addi-
tion, dimension and binding methodology are also shown by CPP translocation 
mechanism.

5.4 Molecular detection of CPPs’ cellular uptake

5.4.1 In cellular assay

The cellular researches largely propose to follow the CPP and/or the cargo uptake 
or to elicit the molecular mechanisms of the internalization. As a direct method, 
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(MALDI-TOF-MS) has been improved, and quantitatively determination of the 
amount of intact CPPs in the cells or in the cellular membranes can be provided 
[110]. Electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy methods are also other 
biophysical methods used on cells [111].

5.4.2 Fluorescence-based assays

The covalent binding of a peptide to the fluorophore and the measurement of 
the fluorescence (fluorimetry) of the treated cells are the most common methods 
used to detect both CPP uptake and localization. In this approach, while confocal 
microscopy provides location information, the probes in the living cells allow indi-
rect quantification of the peptides. This method cannot show the molecular integ-
rity of internalized entities, so it cannot prove whether the peptide is still attached 
to the fluorescent probe in the cells. Furthermore, fluorescence quenching can cause 
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false-positive outcomes to detect the involvement in intracellular parts and transi-
tory binding areas [94, 96, 111]. Also, CPPs are known as cationic peptides, and 
they tend to link to the external of the cell membrane and may consequently lead 
to false-positive results [96]. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) is another 
fluorescence approach used for quantitative measurement uptake of labeled CPPs. 
The cellular uptake of CPPs is measured by sorting cells which relied on fluores-
cence intensity by a cell sorter equipment [94]. The advantage of using the afore-
mentioned fluorescence-based protocols in the confocal microscopy process is that 
it allows distinguishing between internalized and extracellular peptides [94, 96].

5.4.3 Functional assays

These experiments, which are really suitable for biotechnological and thera-
peutic applications, can be carried out to determine the biological responses of 
linked molecules or cargos and to assess their mechanisms of uptake [1, 94]. These 
systems are based on internalizing antisense oligonucleotides (ONs) and upregula-
tion of luciferase gene expression [96, 112]. One of the functional assays is the 
splicing redirection assay. Due to elucidation of the mechanism of CPP-based cell 
internalization, cell lines are transfected by molecular methods with a plasmid 
carrying a luciferase gene and having their abnormal splice junction. Technically, 
the pre-mRNA of luciferase is correctly working, producing the expression of the 
protein whose activity can be utilized by luminescence when the abnormal joint 
site is blocked by antisense ONs [94, 96, 112]. Another system takes advantage of 
Cre-mediated recombination of an improved green fluorescent protein reporter 
gene causing EGFP expression [94, 96]. Since abnormal splicing of the luciferase 
pre-mRNA inhibits the translation of luciferase, if this junction is masked with 
antisense ON, translation of luciferase will result in the expression of activity of the 
protein, which can be assessed by luminescence. For the investigation of CPP-based 
transfer of different ONs, their internalization systems have been studied with 
transfected HeLa pLuc 705 cells [96, 112].

5.4.4 MALDI-TOF-MS assay

This approach is based on the quantification of internalization of peptides in 
living cells [111]. Furthermore, the quantity of both plasma membrane-bound and 
internalized peptides is accessible. In this method, an internal standard is needed 
for the ionization and the detection in MALDI which extremely depends on the 
structure of the molecule. Information about both the amount and molecular 
status (degraded or intact) of the internalized peptide can be obtained by using 
this method. The disadvantage of this method is that no data about the intracel-
lular localization of the peptide can be obtained. Nevertheless this method can 
get a knowledge about mechanisms of internalization (endocytosis versus direct 
translocation) and compare the relevant internalization affinities of CPP [96].

5.4.5 Membrane modeling assay

The assay often prefers to simulate the interaction, internalization, and direct 
translocation of CPPs through the inert plasma membrane [94, 96]. Membrane 
models are used in other techniques such as 31P-NMR, small-angle X-ray scattering, 
calcein or fluorescein-entrapped liposome leakage, and differential scanning calorim-
etry. These methods are not based on labeling of the CPP sequences with fluorescence 
agents [1]. Various researches have been performed by using giant or large unilamellar 
vesicles (GUV and LUV) to examine the translocation qualities of CPPs [96].
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Unfortunately, the precise mechanism of CPP internalization is still not 
fully elucidated. CPPs are internalized into the cells by direct or endosomal 
mechanisms, and these uptake mechanisms have been demonstrated by various 
molecular techniques. Though many recent studies have provided strong data for 
translocation of CPPs into cells, a better physical definition of these entry mecha-
nisms in cells by molecular techniques is still an open challenge for the future.

6. Conclusion

Consequently, this chapter provides a brief manual for anyone in the fields 
of solid-phase peptide synthesis, peptide vaccines, peptide theranostics, and 
cell-penetrating peptides. While the solid-phase peptide synthesis is the most 
convenient way to synthesize the peptides, the need for peptides with longer 
chain structure and peptides including unnatural amino acids has emerged with 
the identification of the pathological and physiological functions of the peptides 
through improvements in the molecular biology, bioengineering, and medical 
imaging areas. Synthetic chemistry will overcome these challenges, and peptides 
produced for different purposes, such as drugs, vaccines, and therapeutics, will be 
the solution for incurable diseases such as lots of epidemic disease and some cancer 
types with available materials and methods. It has been foreseen that the above-
mentioned researches can be investigated within the peptide science and technol-
ogy departments to be established academically in the next decade.
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Chapter 3

Isoacylpeptide Method for  
Long-Chain and Difficult 
Sequence-Containing Peptide 
Preparation
Yoshio Hamada

Abstract

Peptides or small-size proteins are important substances for medicines, diagno-
sis, and molecular biology research. In organic synthesis, the peptide bonds forma-
tion is performed in an organic solution (liquid-phase peptide synthesis, LPPS), or 
on a resin (solid-phase peptides synthesis, SPPS). LPPS can prepare a high volume 
of peptides, but it is generally required long processes and high cost for peptides 
preparation and is not appropriate for long-chain peptides. SPPS can prepare long-
chain peptides until 40 residues in a short time. However, it is difficult to obtain 
the pure peptides because of no purification of its intermediates. For a solution of 
these problems, Kent et al. reported native chemical ligation (NCL) method for the 
preparation of long-chain peptides. Because peptides with a long chain or difficult 
sequence formed β-sheet structure within a molecule, these peptides have high 
aggregability and low solubility, and their preparation and purification are gener-
ally difficult. Mutter et al. reported ‘pseudoproline’ method for difficult sequence-
containing peptide preparation. We previously reported a series of prodrugs based 
on O-N intramolecular acyl migration. We reported ‘O-isoacylpeptide’ method 
for the preparation of difficult sequence-containing peptides using the prodrug 
strategy based on O-N intramolecular acyl migration.

Keywords: difficult sequence-containing peptide, long-chain peptide, O-N 
intramolecular acyl migration, peptide synthesis, isoacylpeptide

1. Introduction

Peptides or small-size proteins are important substances for medicines, diagnosis, 
and molecular biology research, such as enzyme inhibitors, antagonists/agonists 
against receptors, antigenic peptides for antibody preparation, and peptide probes 
that detect a protein-peptide interaction. There are two general methodologies 
for peptide preparation—organic synthesis and genetic engineered synthesis. In 
organic synthesis, the peptide bonds formation is performed in an organic solution 
(liquid-phase peptide synthesis, LPPS), or on a resin (solid-phase peptides synthesis, 
SPPS). LPPS can prepare a high volume of peptides, but it is generally required long 
processes and high cost containing labor cost and is not appropriate for long-chain 
peptides. SPPS can prepare long-chain peptides until 40 residues in a short time. 
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However, it is difficult to obtain the pure peptides because of no purification of their 
intermediates. For a solution of these problem, Kent et al. reported native chemi-
cal ligation (NCL) method for the preparation of long-chain peptides as shown in 
Figure 1A [1–3]. In NCL reaction, a peptide possessing thioester at the C-terminus 
and a peptide possessing Cys residue at the N-terminus are prepared by SPPS. Next, 
both peptides are condensed by nucleophilic attack of thiol group at the N-terminus 
Cys residue in an aqueous solution, and then the condensed peptide with a thioester 
bond is spontaneously transformed into the peptide in which both peptides are 
connected with an amide bond. Although NCL allowed to preparing the long-chain 
peptides, this method is only available for the preparation of peptides with one or 
more Cys residues. Yan and Dawson [4] reported a modified NCL method for prepa-
ration of the peptides with one or more Ala residues (Figure 1B, R1 = R2 = ▬H). In 
this reaction, the Cys-containing peptides that were obtained by NCL reaction are 
reduced into the Ala-containing peptides using Raney-Nickel catalyst. Haase et al. [5]  

Figure 1. 
(A) Native chemical ligation. (B) Expanded native chemical ligation. (C) Pseudoproline method.
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reported other modified NCL method for preparation of the Val-containing peptides 
from peptides with one or more penicillamine (β-mercaptovaline) as shown in 
Figure 1B (R1 = R2 = ▬CH3) in a manner similar to Haase et al.

There are synthetic difficult peptides containing specific amino acid sequences. 
Because the difficult sequence-containing peptides and long-chain peptides formed 
β-sheet structure within a molecule, these peptides have high aggregability and low 
solubility in aqueous and organic solvents, and their preparation and purification 
are generally difficult. Although we can use various resin for preparation of difficult 
sequence-containing peptides, such as Tentagel™ (RAPP Polymere, Germany) 
with a PEG moiety on the polystyrene (PS) bead and HDODA resin with a flexible 
crosslinker [6], some game-changing technologies for the preparation of difficult 
sequence-containing peptides has been reported. Mutter et al. reported ‘pseu-
doproline’ method for the preparation of difficult sequence-containing peptides 
and long-chain peptides [7, 8] as shown in Figure 1C. Mutter et al. synthesized 
peptides on a resin using an oxazolidine-containing amino acid (pseudoproline) 
in which α-amino and hydroxyl groups of Ser or Thr are cyclized by acetonidation. 
The deprotection and cleavage of peptides on the resin by a strong acid can convert 
form peptides with cyclic amino acid residue into peptides with Ser or Thr residue. 
Because the cyclic amino acids have a structure similar to Pro and peptides with a 
cyclic amino acid residue have greatly different structure compared with original 
peptides, peptides containing a pseudoproline are prevented to form β-sheet struc-
ture within a molecule. Because the oxazolidine-containing amino acids are labile 
in acid media, the dipeptide units, which consist of Fmoc-protected amino acid and 
oxazolidine-containing amino acid are commercially available.

We previously reported a series of prodrugs based on O-N intramolecular acyl 
migration [9–13]. Furthermore, we reported ‘O-isoacylpeptide’ method for the 
preparation of difficult sequence-containing peptides using the prodrug strategy 
based on O-N intramolecular acyl migration [14, 15].

2. O-N intramolecular acyl migration and prodrugs

Previously, we reported a series of water-soluble prodrugs, such as human immu-
nodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) protease inhibitors and anti-cancer drugs [10–12, 
15]. HIV-1 is a retrovirus that causes the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
(AIDS). Since HIV-1 encodes HIV-1 protease that is responsible for the processing of 
viral precursor proteins such as gag and gag-pol polyproteins to form mature struc-
tural proteins and some enzymes required in the production of infective viral par-
ticles, HIV-1 protease is an attractive target for the design of anti-AIDS drugs. HIV-1 
protease is an aspartic protease that consists of a C2-symmetric homodimer, and its 
active site has some hydrophobic pockets. Thus most of the HIV-1 protease inhibi-
tors that are optimized for the active site have high hydrophobicity and are sparingly 
water soluble. Many HIV-1 protease inhibitor formulations contain some solubilizers 
such as polyethylene glycol derivatives that often lead to unwanted side effects in 
clinical use. A water-soluble prodrug of amprenavir, fosamprenavir [16, 17], was 
approved by the US Federal Drug Administration (FDA) in 2003, and amprenavir 
was discontinued by the manufacture in 2004. Our previously reported HIV-1 
protease inhibitors [18–21] also showed poorly water-solubility similar to amprena-
vir. Hence, we designed a series of water-soluble prodrug of HIV-1 protease inhibitor 
using a novel prodrug strategy. An acyl migration on the β-hydroxy-α-amino acid 
residue such as Ser and Thr in strong acids was well-known in peptide chemistry 
[22]. An N-acyl β-hydroxy-α-amino acid residue isomerizes into the O-acyl form 
in strong acids, and O-isoacylpeptide can regenerate the original peptide in weak 
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alkaline media via O-N intramolecular acyl migration (Figure 2A). Since our HIV-1 
protease inhibitors contain a β-hydroxy-α-amino acid residue, (2S,3S)-3-amino-
2-hydroxy-4-phenylbutyric acid (Apns), we designed and synthesized the O-acyl 
isomer of KNI-727 as a water-soluble prodrug. The prodrug of KNI-727 was stable 
as an HCl salt in unbuffered aqueous solutions and in strong acidic solution such 
as gastric juice, and could be rapidly converted to the parent compound, KNI-727, 
via O-N intramolecular acyl migration reaction under the physiological condition 

Figure 2. 
Prodrugs based on O-N intramolecular acyl migration (A) O-N intramolecular acyl migration. (B) Prodrug 
of HIV-1 protease inhibitor, KNI-727. (C) Paclitaxel prodrug. (D) HPLC profile of the O-N intramolecular 
acyl migration of KNI-727 prodrug in PBS (pH 5.5) at 37°C. (E) Time course of the migration reaction of 
KNI-727 prodrug.
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(pH 7.4 PBS, 37°C) as shown in Figure 1B. KNI-727 could be purified by preparative 
HPLC using a reverse-phase C18 column and a linear gradient system of acetonitrile 
and 0.1% TFA. HPLC charts and Time course of the migration reaction in KNI-727 
prodrug were shown in Figure 2D and E respectively. The rate constant and t1/2 were 
calculated using fitting Eq. (1).

 [A]t = AMAX × (1 − Exp(−k × t))(1) (1)

[t, incubation time; k, rate constant of migration; AMAX, maximum concentra-
tion of the parent compound (initial concentration of prodrug); [A], concentration 
of the parent compound].

O-N intramolecular acyl migration of KNI-727 prodrug did not involve any by-
product as shown in Figure 2D and E using the fitting Eq. (1) showed typical first 
order reaction. Hence, this water-soluble prodrug is suitable as an administrated 
drug for the AIDS therapy.

Next, we designed and synthesized water-soluble paclitaxel prodrug [12, 13]. 
Paclitaxel is an anti-cancer agent that was extracted from the Pacific yew tree Taxus 
brevifolia with antineoplastic activity. Since paclitaxel binds to tubulin, it can inhibit 
the disassembly of microtubules, thereby resulting in the inhibition of cell division, 
and also induces apoptosis by binding to the apoptosis inhibitor protein, B-cell leuke-
mia 2 (Bcl-2). As paclitaxel are labile in acidic media such as gastric fluid, the pacli-
taxel formulations had been used as an injectable drug. The paclitaxel is representative 
of poorly water-soluble drug, and its injectable formulations require some detergents, 
such as Cremophor EL, which has been suggested to cause hypersensitivity. By focus-
ing on the β-hydroxy-α-amino acid moiety in the chemical structure of paclitaxel, we 
designed the prodrug, O-benzoyl isopaclitaxel, in which the benzoyl group on the 
amino group of the paclitaxel was moved to its hydroxyl group. This paclitaxel pro-
drug is stable in water as a salt, and can be rapidly converted to the parent drug under 
physiological conditions (t1/2 = 15 min, pH 7.4 PBS, 37°C) as shown in Figure 2C. The 
paclitaxel prodrug seems to be suitable as an injectable drug.

3. O-isoacylpeptide method

Since two natural amino acids, Ser and Thr, have a β-hydroxyl-α-amino acid 
structure, we designed the precursors of biomolecules, so-called ‘O-isoacylpeptides’, 
using our prodrug strategy via O-N intramolecular acyl migration [14–16]. 
O-isoacylpeptides that have an O-acyl ester bond instead of amide bond in the Ser/
Thr residue of biomolecules are promptly converted to the corresponding bio-
molecules under physiological conditions. It is known that some biomolecules are 
aggregate in aqueous solutions because of their β-sheet structure formation. Among 
them, Aβs show strong water-insolubility and aggregability, making their handling 
in biochemical research potentially complicated. Hence, chemical synthesis on resins 
and purification of Aβs, especially Aβ1-42, is particularly challenging. To solve these 
problems, we designed O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42 that has an ester bond instead of the amide 
bond at Gly25-Ser26 in Aβ1-42. Synthesis of Aβ1-42 using O-isoacylpeptide method 
showed in Figure 3A. Peptide bonds formation on the PS-resin was performed by 
9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-based SPPS using diisopropylcarbodiimide 
(DIPCDI) as a coupling reagent in the present of 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt). 
The hydroxy group in N-terminal Ser residue of the protected Aβ27-42 that was 
prepared on a resin was esterified by Fmoc-Gly-OH using DIPCDI in the presence 
of catalytic amount of N,N-dimethyl-4-aminopyridine (DMAP). Next, remain-
ing peptide bonds formation using the Fmoc-based SPPS similar to the former 
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structure, we designed the precursors of biomolecules, so-called ‘O-isoacylpeptides’, 
using our prodrug strategy via O-N intramolecular acyl migration [14–16]. 
O-isoacylpeptides that have an O-acyl ester bond instead of amide bond in the Ser/
Thr residue of biomolecules are promptly converted to the corresponding bio-
molecules under physiological conditions. It is known that some biomolecules are 
aggregate in aqueous solutions because of their β-sheet structure formation. Among 
them, Aβs show strong water-insolubility and aggregability, making their handling 
in biochemical research potentially complicated. Hence, chemical synthesis on resins 
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problems, we designed O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42 that has an ester bond instead of the amide 
bond at Gly25-Ser26 in Aβ1-42. Synthesis of Aβ1-42 using O-isoacylpeptide method 
showed in Figure 3A. Peptide bonds formation on the PS-resin was performed by 
9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-based SPPS using diisopropylcarbodiimide 
(DIPCDI) as a coupling reagent in the present of 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt). 
The hydroxy group in N-terminal Ser residue of the protected Aβ27-42 that was 
prepared on a resin was esterified by Fmoc-Gly-OH using DIPCDI in the presence 
of catalytic amount of N,N-dimethyl-4-aminopyridine (DMAP). Next, remain-
ing peptide bonds formation using the Fmoc-based SPPS similar to the former 
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procedure formed the protected O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42, and then O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42 was 
obtained by deprotection and cleavage from a resin. O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42 was stable in 
acidic aqueous solution and unbuffered aqueous solution, and could rapidly release 
the native Aβ1-42 peptide. Because O-isoacylisopeptides showed good stability in 
acidic media, O-isoacylisopeptides can be easily isolated and purification in acidic 
solution [23]. In this manner, O-isoacylpeptide method has the advantage over the 
‘pseudoproline’ method. O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42 could be easily synthesized on a resin and 
purified by preparative HPLC using a reverse phase C18 column in acidic eluent 
solvents, and could release native Aβ1-42 that consists of Aβ1-42 monomers. However, 
because ester bond formation on a resin often involves a racemization of protected 

Figure 3. 
O-isoacylpeptide method. (A) Aβ1-42 synthesis via O-N intramolecular acyl migration. (B) Aβ1-42 synthesis 
using an dipeptide unit.
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amino acid, O-isoacyl-dipeptide units such as Boc-Ser(Fmoc-Gly)-OH have been 
commercial available from some chemical suppliers. O-isoacylpeptide method 
using an O-isoacyl-dipeptide unit was shown in Figure 3B. Use of Fmoc-O-isoacyl-
dipeptide allows to synthesize the isoacylpeptides by the conventional Fmoc-based 
SPPS without use of DMAP catalyst.

Furthermore, we designed and synthesized photo cleavable-protected 
O-isoacylpeptide, so called ‘photo-click peptide’. Because O-isoacylpeptides are 
rapidly converted to the biomolecules by stimuli such as pH changes and photo irra-
diation, as with the click of a button, we term ‘click peptide’. Click peptides that can 

Figure 4. 
Photo-click peptide. (A) Synthesis of photo-click Aβ1-42. (B) Photo-click reaction.
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Figure 5. 
Segment condensation of peptides. (A) Conventional segment condensation between peptides. (B) Segment 
condensation using O-isopeptide method.

generate bioactive molecules in situ via a ‘click’ appear to be useful tools for chemi-
cal biology research. Synthesis of photo-click peptide was shown in Figure 4A. 
Photo-click Aβ1-42 could prepare on a resin in a similar manner showed in Figure 3A, 
using photo-cleavable protected amino acid instead of Boc-Ser-OH. Photo-cleavable 
protected amino acid, 6-nitroveratryloxycalbonyl (Nvoc)-Ser-OH, was coupled to 
protected Aβ27-42 on the resin after Fmoc-deprotection, and then Fmoc-Gly-OH was 
coupled on the hydroxyl group of Ser26 using DIPCDI in the presence of catalytic 
amount of DMAP. The remaining peptide bonds formation using the Fmoc-based 
SPPS formed the protected O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42. Deprotection and cleavage from resin 
released O-isoacyl-Aβ1-42. Photo-click Aβ1-42 could rapidly release the native Aβ1-42 
peptide by photo-irradiation and subsequent O-N intramolecular acyl migration 
under physiological condition (Figure 4B).

4. Segment condensation of peptides using O-isoacylpeptides

Although NCL by Kent et al. allowed to preparing the long chain peptides, in 
general, conventional segment condensation other than NCL often involves the 
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racemization of amino acid as shown in Figure 5A. Especially, it is a serious prob-
lem in SPPS because of no purification of intermediates. It is well-known that the 
urethane structure, such as Boc and Fmoc protecting group, on the α-amino group 
of amino acid can prominently reduce the racemization of amino acid in peptide 
bond coupling reaction. Hence, segment condensation between peptides other than 
NCL must not be in peptide chemistry. We noticed the protected O-isoacylpeptide 
structure that possesses a urethane structure on the α-amino group of Ser or 
Thr residue. When an O-isoacylpeptide possessing a urethane-type protecting 
group at the C-terminus was coupled with another peptide, we speculated that 
the condensed peptide may be not racemized at the C-terminal amino acid of 
O-isoacylpeptide. Hence we designed segment condensation method as shown 
in Figure 5B. The segment condensation based on the O-isoacylpeptide method 
showed no racemization [24], and could release the original peptide similar to the 
other O-isoacylpeptides under physiological condition. This method appears to be 
alternative choice to NCL method.

5. Conclusion

Recently, some important synthesis methods such as NCL and pseudoproline 
method for preparation of long chain and difficult sequence-containing peptides 
had been reported. Although these approaches allow to preparing some long chain 
peptides without a genetic engineered approach. However, these methodologies 
are not a panacea for a long chain and difficult sequence-containing peptides. We 
supply alternative solution for the long chain and difficult sequence-containing 
peptide preparation. Namely, we have developed the O-isoacylpeptide method 
for peptide preparation. O-isoacylpeptides that have a/some ester bonds can be 
converted into the parent peptides under physiological condition via the O-N 
intramolecular acyl migration. Moreover, we developed segment condensation with 
no racemization using the O-isoacylpeptide method. The segment condensation 
based on O-isoacylpeptides may be alternative choice to NCL method. We desire to 
apply to these methodologies of various peptide preparations for drug, diagnosis, 
and molecular research.
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Figure 5. 
Segment condensation of peptides. (A) Conventional segment condensation between peptides. (B) Segment 
condensation using O-isopeptide method.
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Abstract

Defensins are naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides secreted in the human 
body. Mammalian defensins are small, cysteine-rich, cationic peptides, generally 
consisting of 18–45 amino acids. The antimicrobial activity of defensins arises from 
their unique amino acid sequence, showing activity against both Gram-positive 
and Gram-negative bacteria, fungi and enveloped viruses. The use of antimicro-
bial peptides is rising due to their potential to control biofilm formation and kill 
microorganisms that are highly tolerant to antibiotics. In free-form, defensins are 
capable of destroying such microorganisms through numerous mechanisms mainly 
the carpet, the toroidal and the Barrel-Stave models. However, immobilization of 
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) on surfaces with the help of coupling agents and 
spacers can improve the AMPs’ lifespan and stability in the physiological environ-
ment leading to applications for medical devices and implants. Fundamental 
understanding of both free-form and surface-immobilized defensins is important 
to design more effective antimicrobial peptides and improve their performance in 
future developments.

Keywords: antimicrobial peptides, defensins, mammalian peptides,  
surface-immobilized antimicrobial peptides, surface-immobilized defensins

1. Introduction

The innate immune system is the first line of defence in human body and verte-
brates. Defensins are naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that are a 
part of the innate immune system, protecting the body against foreign microorgan-
isms. Defensins are produced by the interaction of antigen-presenting microbial 
cells with pattern recognition receptors, such as toll-like receptors that are present 
on the membrane of numerous immune cells (i.e., macrophages, neutrophils and 
leukocytes [1]. Mammalian defensins are small, cysteine-rich, cationic peptides, 
generally consisting of 18–45 amino acids [2]. Next to being antimicrobial, defen-
sins also serve as immune-stimulating agents.

When synthesized in vivo, defensins are initially produced as inactive precursor 
proteins (i.e., pro-defensins), which consist of the defensin and a pro-peptide. The 
pro-peptides are present to ensure delivery of defensins through the body without 
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premature attachment of defensins to other microorganisms [3]. The pro-peptides 
inhibit premature attachment to other microorganisms by neutralizing the cationic 
charge of defensins. Also, the pro-peptides ensure subcellular localization (i.e., the 
location of where a protein resides in a cell) and folding of defensins into their char-
acteristic conformation. Through proteolytic removal in vivo of the pro-peptides, 
the defensins are activated [4]. The reasoning behind the pro-peptides functioning 
as a folding assistant is based on the research performed on folding of defensins in 
vitro without the pro-peptide, which is found to be extremely difficult [5, 6].

α-Defensins are expressed by neutrophils and macrophages, that is, a type of 
white blood cell and cells that can engulf foreign particles, respectively. In general, 
these tend to have a broader antimicrobial activity, when compared to β-defensins, 
showing activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, fungi 
and enveloped viruses [7]. Paneth cells also produce α-defensins, also known as 
crypticidins, which are involved in the reduction of bacteria present in the intesti-
nal lumen. β-Defensins are primarily produced and released by epithelial cells and 
leukocytes, that is, a type of cell that lines the surfaces of your body and a type of 
blood cell that is made in the bone marrow, respectively. These are mainly active 
against Gram-negative bacteria and yeast; however, many also show antibacterial 
activity towards Gram-positive bacteria [8]. The pro-peptides of β-defensins are 
smaller than those of α-defensins.

Both α- and β-defensins form a triple-stranded antiparallel β-sheet structure that 
is stabilized by hydrogen and disulphide bonds; bond formations are schematically 
represented in Figure 1.1 The position of the cysteines and intramolecular disulphide 
linkages determines the category of the defensin. The consensus of cysteine place-
ment within the amino acid sequence for α-defensins follows C-X-C-X4-C-X9-X-X, and 
C-X6-C-X4-C-X9-C-X6-C-C for β-defensins [9]. When looking at the position of the 
disulphide linkages from cysteine in sequential order (denoted by C#), the disulphide 
bridges are formed between C1-C6, C2-C4 and C3-C5 for α-defensins and C1-C5, 
C2-C4 and C3-C6 for β-defensins [10], as shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The 
disulphide bridges are important for holding the defensins in their three-dimensional 
structures. In addition, they contribute to the defensins chemotactic activity (i.e., 
movement or orientation of an organism or cell towards chemical stimulus) but when 
altered, only slightly affect their antimicrobial activity [11].

The adopted mechanisms of the interaction between defensins and the 
invading microorganism are not yet fully understood. However, disruption of 

1 All the figures shown in this chapter have been created by the authors.

Figure 1. 
Schematic of a (a1) parallel and (a2) antiparallel β-sheet structure, made with the use of JSME [12]. (b) 
Conformation of a β-defensin (hBD3), made with the use of PEP-FOLD3 [13]. Hydrogen bonding represented 
by dotted lines, hydrogen atoms are white, carbon atoms are grey, oxygen atoms are red, nitrogen atoms are blue 
and rest-groups are pink; not exact structure.
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the plasma membrane has been shown to be the leading cause of cell death in 
microbial species. The disruption caused by defensins depends on many factors, 
such as the polar topology, spatial separating of charges and hydrophobicity. 
These factors allow the attraction and subsequent interaction of defensins with 
the lipid bilayer of the bacterial membrane. Conversely, this interaction causes 
the defensins to insert themselves between the hydrophilic region of the plasma 
membrane and disrupt the bacterial membrane, utilizing numerous mechanisms. 
These include the introduction of channel-like pores and carpet-like membrane 
disruption, resulting in cell lysis. Simultaneously, the introduction of voltage-
dependent channels in the bacterial membrane allows the influx of water and 
results in an increase of osmotic pressure that leads to the rupture of the mem-
brane. On the other hand, some defensins move through bacterial cell walls, bind 
to target cells and disrupt normal metabolism, which may lead to apoptosis of the 
targeted cells [14, 15].

2. Mammalian defensins

The genomic organization and evolution of defensin genes of several vertebrate 
species have been studied [16]. The human genome encodes, at least, 35 different 
defensin peptides [17]. Most of the mammalian defensin genes are divided over 
three chromosomes, found in four different gene clusters (Figure 4). All the genes 

Figure 2. 
Schematic of HNP1 (α-defensin) showing amino acid sequence and disulphide bridges.

Figure 3. 
Schematic of HBD1 (β-defensin) showing amino acid sequence and disulphide bridges.
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expressing α-defensins and several β-defensins are found in chromosome 8 (cluster 
p23.1); genes that express most of the remaining β-defensins are found in chromo-
some 6 (cluster p21) and chromosome 20 (cluster q11.1 and p13).

Four out of the six human α-defensins are found in neutrophils and other leu-
kocytes, specifically, human neutrophil peptides (HNPs) 1–4 (i.e., DEFA1–4). The 
remaining two, human α-defensin 5 and 6 (HD5 and HD6, i.e., DEFA5 and DEFA6), 
are expressed by Paneth cells in the intestinal lumen [18]. Numerous β-defensins are 
found in the respiratory system, gastrointestinal tract and urogenital system. These 
are expressed by epithelial cells, namely, human BD1 (hBD1, i.e., DEFB1), hBD2 
(DEFB4), hBD3 (DEFB103A) and hBD4 (DEFB104) [19].

Defensins are amphipathic (i.e., having both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
groups) and, it has been demonstrated that they show the ability to form dimers 
and oligomers with toxin molecules [20, 21]. The initial electrostatic interaction 
is caused by the cationic charge of the peptide and the negatively charged outer 
membrane of the bacterial cell wall [22]. Bacterial membranes contain many nega-
tively charged phospholipids, lipopolysaccharides or teichoic acid, while eukaryotic 
membranes contain neutral phospholipids and cholesterol [23]. This explains the 
destructive ability of defensins towards microbes but not host cells [24].

2.1 Antimicrobial mechanisms of defensins

The activity of defensins against microorganisms is determined by the interac-
tion of the cationic molecules with the negatively charged acidic lipopolysaccharide 
or teichoic acid on Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial membranes. The 
antimicrobial activity of defensins in the body depends on different factors such as 
salt concentration and serum components [25]. In addition, the configuration of 
defensins plays an important role on the activity of these molecules. For example, 

Figure 4. 
Schematic of the genomic organization of defensins in three human chromosomes, showing chromosome 6, 
chromosome 8 and chromosome 20, respectively.
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helical antimicrobial peptides in solution show a typical helical amphipathic 
characteristic and they are either unstructured until they are in contact with the 
biological membrane or structured through disulphide bonds. Defensins are among 
the structured type of antimicrobial peptides and the hydrophilicity of the α- and 
β-defensins determines the extent of interaction between these molecules and the 
bacterial membrane [26].

As mentioned before, the antimicrobial mechanisms of defensins have not been 
fully understood. The formation of membrane pore or channel has been shown 
to be dependent on the membrane configuration. For example, the abundance of 
negatively charged phospholipids on the plasma membrane affects the concentra-
tion of peptides that are required to form a stretch or curvature on the outer layer 
of the bacterial membrane, and consequently lead to cell lysis [27]. Other events 
such as phospholipid reversal and penetration of peptides inside the cytoplasm on 
the inner side of the membrane leading to the loss of membrane composition and 
causing cellular inactivation have also been mentioned in the literature [28].

Most studies conducted on defensin mechanisms have been conducted on the 
α-helical structured peptides. These molecules interact with the membrane of the 
microorganisms. It is evident that defensins utilize membrane depolarization and 
permeation, against bacteria and yeast, as their most likely defence mechanisms. 
Defensins also aid the mobilization of T-cells and immature dendritic cells, which 
contribute in the activation of acquired immune responses that will trigger a long-
lasting cellular response to a potential pathogen [29]. Most defensins provide their 
antimicrobial activity through interaction with cellular membranes. The pore-
forming model describes the interaction between positively charged peptides and 
the negatively charged head of phospholipid groups of cellular membranes operates 
once a critical concentration is reached. This will cause the self-aggregation and 
perpendicular insertion of peptides inside the membrane leading to production of 
lined transmembrane pores, resulting in the disruption of ionic and proton gradi-
ents. The second model causes the formation of channels where the strain of peptide 
at the critical concentration, induces the inward curving of the membrane, creating 
dome-shaped channels lined with phospholipid-head groups and peptides [30].

The mechanisms in which the AMPs destroy the bacterial cells have been 
studied for decades. AMPs that present their secondary structure in the form of 
α-helix present their destructive effects on a bacterial cell based on three different 
documented mechanisms. First is the Barrel-Stave model, which is the most studied 
mechanism, where the peptide disrupts the membrane by exposing its hydrophobic 
site to the lipids in the membrane bilayer. This will force the membrane to undergo 
conformational changes by forming a pore on the surface of the membrane [31, 32]. 
The second mechanism is the toroidal model where the peptide and the lipid of the 
membrane bilayer integrate upon interaction and form torus pores leading to the 
death of bacterial cells. Cell death caused by these mechanisms leads to loss of 
compositional specificity, leakage of critical metabolites or depolarization of the 
membrane due to an increased rate of phospholipid reversal [33, 34]. The third 
mechanism is the carpet model where the concentration of AMP is related to the 
amount of interaction with the bacterial membrane. In this model, the peptides 
surround the cell membrane by attaching to the phosphide group of the membrane 
bilayer where they disrupt the curved anionic membrane and dissolve it, killing the 
bacteria [35, 36].

2.2 Antimicrobial activity evaluation methods

The evaluation of antimicrobial activity is widely used in the field of drug 
discovery as well as epidemiology and therapeutic prediction [37]. Since the low 
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density of peptides will ultimately result in preservation of membrane integrity 
and adjustment of the membrane, maintaining a higher concentration of peptides 
is crucial. This will result in imposed curvature strain on bacterial membrane [38]. 
Therefore, measurement of the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) is an 
important initial step for the confirmation of antimicrobial activity. MIC refers to 
the lowest concentration of compound needed for observable inhibition of bacte-
rial cell growth. In addition, other measurements include minimal bactericidal 
concentration (MBC) which refers to the minimum concentration of the reagent 
that can cause bacterial death, the haemolytic activity (HC) that refers to the ability 
to break down red blood cells (i.e.,) to find the inhibitory effect of AMPs on normal 
mammalian cells and IC50, which refers to the half-maximal inhibitory concentra-
tion [39]. Since defensins are found in more diluted concentrations in extracellular 
environment than in a local environment, the measurement of the interactions 
between peptides and bacteria in situ (e.g., using a mice model) is mandatory [40].

Colorimetric assays are used to determine the concentration of peptides (MIC) 
where the absorbance is usually measured at 750 nm using a UV-visible spectro-
photometer. The assays are performed in 96-well microtiter plates and a series 
of antimicrobial peptide dilutions are added to the bacterial cells immersed in 
growth medium. The MIC is measured based on the growth after incubation for a 
defined period of time (16–20 h) [41]. This methodology measures the colour of 
the dilutions, which is directly proportional to the number of cells in each well. The 
absorbance is measured with the help of a microplate reader counting the number 
of cells killed by the antimicrobial peptide. This methodology provides information 
about the susceptibility of the microorganism to the peptide [42], but it only applies 
to aerobic bacteria [43].

Electron microscopy is used to visualize the interaction of peptides with the 
phospholipid bilayer of bacterial membrane. Simultaneously, fluorescent dyes are 
used to observe the ability of peptides to permeate and penetrate the membrane 
of bacterial cells. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to study the insertion of 
fluorophores into a membrane as well as provide information about the rate of 
peptide penetration into the membrane with the help of surface plasmon resonance. 
Fluorescence quenching can also be used to gain an insight into the depth of peptide 
penetration inside the cells [2].

In addition, both circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy [44] and nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy are used to measure the orientation and 
secondary structure of an antimicrobial peptide, when bound to a lipid bilayer. 
However, only NMR is used to measure the penetration of antimicrobial peptides 
into lipid bilayers in a relevant liquid-crystalline state [45]. The use of CD can 
distinguish between the randomly coiled, α-helical and β-sheet structures since 
they show wavelength-dependent differences in the absorption of the right and left 
circularly polarized light. Using oriented CD can also provide information about 
the orientation of peptide upon insertion into the membrane. This is dependent 
on the concentration of these peptides, the nature of the lipid and the extent of 
hydration [2].

In order to study the peptide configuration, both solution and solid-state NMR 
can be employed. For solution NMR, a mixture of peptide-detergent micelle is 
needed for the stabilization of the peptide in water and to overcome insufficient 
resolution and low (signal/noise) ratio [46]. The most recognized model membrane 
system used in solution NMR is the dodecylphosphocholine (DPC). This method 
is used for studying the interaction of peptides with the lipid bilayer since it has 
the ability to rotate freely in solution and mimic anisotropic environments of lipid 
membranes [47]. In addition, solid-state NMR is a premium technique to use for 
the analysis of immobile peptides that are difficult to analyse with crystallography 
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or solution NMR. They can be used without a need for major peptide modification 
to determine the structure of membrane proteins in the phospholipid bilayer. This 
technique offers the examination of the structure and motion for the peptide-lipid 
interactions in physiologically relevant conditions and produces sharp resonance 
lines due to macroscopic alignment [48].

In addition, to provide the dynamic interaction between the defensins and the 
lipid bilayer, using a monolayer mimicking the structure of bacterial membranes 
can also be used. To observe the interaction between the two, the sum frequency 
generation spectroscopy (SFG) is employed. This methodology can provide infor-
mation about gas-liquid, solid-liquid and liquid-liquid interactions and is able to 
detect the biomolecule orientation and adsorption in sub-micron quantities. This 
technique uses a pulsed narrow band visible laser beam spatially and temporally 
overlapped with a broadband infrared laser and measures the incident beam 
produced from the surface [49]. The vibrational spectrum of C〓O groups from 
the amide backbone group can provide the secondary structure of the peptides. 
Consequently, vibrations from acyl chains of the lipid bilayer can provide important 
information about the interaction of peptide with the membrane as well as informa-
tion about the molecular structure of the peptide, without the use of vesicles and 
labels to complicate the process of analysis [50].

3. Antimicrobial activity of defensins in free-form

There are two types of AMPs: first AMPs that show activity towards both bacte-
rial and mammalian cells; second, AMPs that show only activity towards the bacte-
rial cells. Most linear cationic AMPs are unordered in aqueous solution. The balance 
between the positively charged and hydrophobic amino acids in cationic AMPs 
permits the amphipathic adaptation of these molecules in solution. This allows the 
interaction of AMPs with the negatively charged bacterial membrane and the sub-
sequent penetration of these molecules inside the lipid membrane [51]. The interac-
tion of these peptides with the bacterial membrane is increased due to their high 
inside-negative transmembrane potential. On the other hand, normal eukaryotic 
cells have a net neutral charge across their membrane bilayer, and they have reached 
a zwitterionic (overall neutral) point. This insight can partly explain the attraction 
of AMPs to prokaryotic cells and the relatively weak attraction of these molecules 
towards eukaryotic cells [38]. The amphipathic characteristics of defensins aid the 
adaptation of a folded confirmation for these molecules in both hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic environments [44]. These molecules are often difficult to stabilize and 
show poor bioavailability due to their many different cleavage points that provide 
susceptibility to enzyme degradation and their linear form which leaves their two 
ends exposed [52].

α-Defensins (DEFA1–4) are produced by endoplasmic reticulum of the bone 
marrow shown in Figure 5, and the highest concentration of defensins is found in 
granules (i.e., leukocyte storage organelles). Pre-pro-defensins (light purple circles 
in Figure 5), however, consist of 94 amino acids. To produce pro-defensins (dark 
purple circles in Figure 5), 19 amino acids are removed from the N-terminus of 
pre-pro-defensins. Further proteolysis from the N-terminal side of the sequence of 
amino acids results in the production of mature defensins (blue circles in Figure 5). 
The prepared defensins are encapsulated into vesicles and fused with phagocytic 
vacuoles. The introduction of a pathogen into cells will then result in the recogni-
tion and engulfing of such molecules by phagocytic leukocytes with the aid of 
defensins and the subsequent death of the pathogenic organism. Although some 
α-defensins are produced in the bone marrow, some (DEFA5-6) are also produced 
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of bacterial cells. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to study the insertion of 
fluorophores into a membrane as well as provide information about the rate of 
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the orientation of peptide upon insertion into the membrane. This is dependent 
on the concentration of these peptides, the nature of the lipid and the extent of 
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needed for the stabilization of the peptide in water and to overcome insufficient 
resolution and low (signal/noise) ratio [46]. The most recognized model membrane 
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vacuoles. The introduction of a pathogen into cells will then result in the recogni-
tion and engulfing of such molecules by phagocytic leukocytes with the aid of 
defensins and the subsequent death of the pathogenic organism. Although some 
α-defensins are produced in the bone marrow, some (DEFA5-6) are also produced 
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in the Paneth cells of the intestines [53]. β-Defensins (DEFB1–4) on the other 
hand are mainly produced in the epithelial cells. These regions have the highest 
concentration of defensins due to the higher susceptibility to a pathogenic attack, 
which renders them weaker and subsequently in need of the immunity provided by 
defensins [17].

β-Defensins mature into a secreted peptide after pre-pro-peptide state. This 
mature peptide has six cystine residues connected with intramolecular disul-
phide bonds. The connectivity of these disulphide bonds as well as the number 
of residues are factors differentiating α- and β-defensins [54]. The importance 
of a balance between the hydrophobicity of the defensins and their net posi-
tive charge is highlighted in the activity of these peptides towards the bacterial 
membrane [55]. The crystal formation of defensins usually results in the produc-
tion of a dimeric structure. Crystallographic studies of α- and β-defensins show 
that free-form α-defensins have three intramolecular disulphide bonds (Paneth 
cell defensins and innate immunity of the small bowel) and they form a dimeric 
structure with six β-sheets [56]. The monomeric structure of β-defensins consists 
of three β-sheet folds as well as a helical N-terminus [16]. Nevertheless, defensins 
undergo conformational changes when introduced to a bacterial membrane. 
Targeted approaches on a specific protein may render the AMPs useless against 
the bacteria due to bacterial resistance and genetic changes to its conformation. 
Therefore, it is important that defensins work as non-specific agents on the 
membrane of the bacterial cells. Bacteria resistant to antimicrobial peptide activ-
ity usually display enzymatic covalent modification on their membrane, which 
reduces their negative charge.

α- and β-defensins are generally known for their cluster of positively charged 
amino acid residues. Although the sequence of amino acids is highly variable 
in defensins, their cysteine residues and their framework are highly conserved 
[17]. DEFA1-3 and human β-defensins are stored as mature peptides, whereas 
DEFA5 is stored in its pro-peptide form [57, 58]. The dimerization of β-defensins 
in solution is shown to be the functional structure for recognition of microorgan-
isms [16]. However, DEFA1 takes a non-dimeric structure in solution, forming a 

Figure 5. 
Schematic diagram of production of α-defensins and the phagocytosis of pathogens with the aid of defensins: 
(1) bone-marrow promyelocyte; (2) neutrophil; (3) phagocytosis.
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voltage-dependent channel in the planar lipid bilayer [59]. This specific example also 
shows that the interaction of DEFA1 with the membrane phospholipid depends on 
the presence of anionic phospholipids on the membrane. On the other hand, DEFA2, 
an α-defensin similar to DEFA1 (lack of alanine at position 1), requires the assembly 
of approximately two dimers for the formation of pores in uni-lamellar vesicles [60]. 
DEFA1 and DEFA2 are the potent forms of  α -defensins and DEFA3, differing by only 
an additional amino acid at the N terminus, is known to be less active against C. albi-
cans [61]. The dome-shaped, three-dimensional structure of amphiphilic defensins 
has been hypothesized to have the N- and C-termini at the two ends and the hydro-
phobic section having an amphiphilic structure at the lowest portion. The functional 
diversity of defensins and their potency mainly depend on the N- and C-terminal 
residues [26]. A study showed that arginine-rich cationic defensins provide a higher 
spectrum of antimicrobial activity due to their higher cathodal electrophoretic 
mobility [62].

The concentration of defensins in epithelial cells averages 10–100 μg ml−1 
although the uneven distribution of these molecules results in a higher local 
concentration [17]. Defensins attack Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 
with the same mechanisms; however, the attack is on the cell wall and the outer 
membrane of the bacteria, respectively. Accumulation of cationic peptides close to 
the negatively charged surface in Gram-negative bacteria may lead to binding and 
crossing of defensins into the cell via a charge-exchange mechanism by competing 
with Ca2+ and Mg2+ bound to lipopolysaccharides [63]. Although the porous surface 
of Gram-positive bacteria allows ease of movement for the defensins [64], safe 
passage of defensins through the cell wall allows via the same mechanisms to attack 
the membrane bilayer. Generally, defensins are known to interact with lipopolysac-
charides, polysaccharides and phospholipids of Gram-negative, Gram-positive and 
bacterial membrane bilayer, respectively [65].

Defensins are active against bacteria at a concentration of 1–10 μg in optimal 
conditions such as low ionic strength conditions, low concentrations of proteins 
or other substances interfering with this activity. However, cellular conditions are 
harsh and the salt as well as protein concentrations inhibit defensins’ antimicro-
bial activity depending on the sequence and bacterial target of the defensin [66]. 
In addition, higher concentrations of defensins have been shown to have toxic 
effect towards mammalian cells, specifically lung tissue [67]. Permeabilization of 
defensins renders the production and synthesis of DNA and their subsequent RNA 
and protein. The extent of interaction of defensins with the bacteria depends on 
the amino acid backbone and the flexibility of this chain allowing for the pres-
ence of potential spatial interactions with the head of phospholipid groups in the 
membrane [68].

Defensins provide their antimicrobial activity by the creation of pores or 
membrane disruption, which both lead to the release of cellular contents [69]. 
Other regulatory factors such as wound closures [70], fibroblast proliferation and 
chemotaxis of T-cells and dendritic cells can also be mentioned as the activity of 
defensins. Defensins also have a modulatory effect on the production of cytokines 
[71]. Other activities of defensins include regulation of immune and inflamma-
tory regions by providing chemotactic activity for monocytes, T-cells and den-
dritic cells. In addition, nanomolar concentrations of defensins can also activate 
nifedipine-sensitive calcium channels of mammalian cells, reducing the electrical 
conduction [72].

Overall, defensins are important molecules for providing a cascade of antimicro-
bial activity in the human body in defence against pathogens and they are mainly 
concentrated in regions that are more prone to pathogenic attack.
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of approximately two dimers for the formation of pores in uni-lamellar vesicles [60]. 
DEFA1 and DEFA2 are the potent forms of  α -defensins and DEFA3, differing by only 
an additional amino acid at the N terminus, is known to be less active against C. albi-
cans [61]. The dome-shaped, three-dimensional structure of amphiphilic defensins 
has been hypothesized to have the N- and C-termini at the two ends and the hydro-
phobic section having an amphiphilic structure at the lowest portion. The functional 
diversity of defensins and their potency mainly depend on the N- and C-terminal 
residues [26]. A study showed that arginine-rich cationic defensins provide a higher 
spectrum of antimicrobial activity due to their higher cathodal electrophoretic 
mobility [62].

The concentration of defensins in epithelial cells averages 10–100 μg ml−1 
although the uneven distribution of these molecules results in a higher local 
concentration [17]. Defensins attack Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 
with the same mechanisms; however, the attack is on the cell wall and the outer 
membrane of the bacteria, respectively. Accumulation of cationic peptides close to 
the negatively charged surface in Gram-negative bacteria may lead to binding and 
crossing of defensins into the cell via a charge-exchange mechanism by competing 
with Ca2+ and Mg2+ bound to lipopolysaccharides [63]. Although the porous surface 
of Gram-positive bacteria allows ease of movement for the defensins [64], safe 
passage of defensins through the cell wall allows via the same mechanisms to attack 
the membrane bilayer. Generally, defensins are known to interact with lipopolysac-
charides, polysaccharides and phospholipids of Gram-negative, Gram-positive and 
bacterial membrane bilayer, respectively [65].

Defensins are active against bacteria at a concentration of 1–10 μg in optimal 
conditions such as low ionic strength conditions, low concentrations of proteins 
or other substances interfering with this activity. However, cellular conditions are 
harsh and the salt as well as protein concentrations inhibit defensins’ antimicro-
bial activity depending on the sequence and bacterial target of the defensin [66]. 
In addition, higher concentrations of defensins have been shown to have toxic 
effect towards mammalian cells, specifically lung tissue [67]. Permeabilization of 
defensins renders the production and synthesis of DNA and their subsequent RNA 
and protein. The extent of interaction of defensins with the bacteria depends on 
the amino acid backbone and the flexibility of this chain allowing for the pres-
ence of potential spatial interactions with the head of phospholipid groups in the 
membrane [68].

Defensins provide their antimicrobial activity by the creation of pores or 
membrane disruption, which both lead to the release of cellular contents [69]. 
Other regulatory factors such as wound closures [70], fibroblast proliferation and 
chemotaxis of T-cells and dendritic cells can also be mentioned as the activity of 
defensins. Defensins also have a modulatory effect on the production of cytokines 
[71]. Other activities of defensins include regulation of immune and inflamma-
tory regions by providing chemotactic activity for monocytes, T-cells and den-
dritic cells. In addition, nanomolar concentrations of defensins can also activate 
nifedipine-sensitive calcium channels of mammalian cells, reducing the electrical 
conduction [72].

Overall, defensins are important molecules for providing a cascade of antimicro-
bial activity in the human body in defence against pathogens and they are mainly 
concentrated in regions that are more prone to pathogenic attack.
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4. Defensin-like peptides immobilized on material surfaces

Bacterial adhesion and colonization resulting in biofilm formation on the surface 
of biomaterials are responsible for most medical device-associated infections and 
malfunctions [73, 74]. The magnitude of this problem continues to pose a signifi-
cant problem to health care providers, often resulting in major negative medical 
and economic consequences [75, 76]. Many of the currently used medical devices 
are amenable to modification, either by functionalization or coating of the surface 
of the device, making it possible to combat inflammation and reduce the risk of 
infection [77].

In general, device-associated infections have been treated by developing 
material surfaces containing antibiotics and biocides [78]. The use of this 
approach comes with the risk of cytotoxicity, raising concern as a potential threat 
to human and environmental health. An alternative to this is the use of antifoul-
ing coatings, making it possible to prevent attachment of bacteria, proteins and 
other microorganisms. This more passive approach makes it possible to prevent 
antibiotic resistance and leaching of cytotoxic biocides but is not capable of 
killing already adherent bacteria and makes it hard to avoid infection completely 
[79]. Therefore, a combination of antifouling and antimicrobial properties is 
favourable to combat biofilm formation and further reduce the risk of infection 
[80, 81].

Defensin-like peptides (i.e., antimicrobial peptides, AMPs) exhibit a com-
bination of antimicrobial and antifouling properties, which is why AMPs have 
received significant attention as an alternative to conventional biocides and anti-
biotics, showing the ability to overcome and combat medical device-associated 
infections. However, so far, there is little success in the development of AMPs for 
therapeutic applications, with only a few AMPs that have been approved for medi-
cal use at their initial introduction. After the unsuccessful introduction of the 
‘first-generation’ AMPs, research has been performed on reducing cytotoxicity. 
It was found that AMPs were increasingly more toxic when having hydrophobic 
characteristics, sufficient enough to interact with neutrally charged eukaryotic 
cell membranes [82]. By replacing or interrupting these hydrophobic regions of 
AMPs, cytotoxicity was reduced and only showed a slight decrease in antimicro-
bial activity, providing the amphipathic characteristics were maintained [83]. 
Also, developing narrow-spectra AMPs would decrease the required concentra-
tion needed to combat pathogens and additionally prevent the cytotoxic activity 
towards eukaryotic cells [84].

In order to further reduce the cytotoxicity, immobilization of AMPs onto 
material surfaces is a potential approach to reduce the concentration needed when 
in free-form and will also increase their half-life time. The half-life time of AMPs 
is found to be based on the rate of protease digestion or related to peptide aggrega-
tion [85]. In order to compensate for their relatively short half-life time, increased 
concentrations of AMPs are used; but, this results in increased cytotoxicity and has 
limited the use of AMPs. Other efforts to increase the half-life time of peptides have 
been focused on using substitutes for L-amino acids, because unprotected peptides 
are more rapidly metabolized (i.e., broken down for nutrition) [86]. By substitution 
of L-amino acids by D-amino acids, the introduction of unnatural β- and ɣ-peptide 
bonds and modifications of the N- or C-terminus, it is possible to increase the 
stability of AMPs [87–89].

Overall, it is of great importance to improve the stability of AMPs against deg-
radative mechanisms in vivo and increase the bond stability between the AMPs and 
materials in order to develop almost non-cytotoxic and long-lasting antimicrobial 
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surfaces [90, 91]. Therefore, by limiting the necessity of implant removal due to 
AMP inactivity caused by degradative mechanisms, patient compliance can be 
increased.

4.1 AMP immobilization methods

It is possible to immobilize AMPs through two main pathways, either physically 
or chemically. A popular physical method is layer-by-layer assembly, in which AMPs 
are ‘sandwiched’ between two polyionic polymers, making it possible to integrate 
a controllable loading of AMPs [92, 93]. However, the interspersed AMPs within 
the polyionic polymer layers are not able to interact with the surrounding environ-
ment, and they will need to diffuse outwards to utilize their antimicrobial activity. 
Therefore, with the use of physical immobilization, it is difficult to fully utilize the 
potency of AMPs. Covalent-based immobilization of AMPs has significant advan-
tages, in comparison to physical immobilization, such as the formation of more 
stable bonds and thus improvement of their relatively short half-life time, while also 
minimizing the possibility of leaching of AMPs [90, 94].

Furthermore, the material surface is also of great importance to the stability of 
AMPs. A polymer surface (i.e., dibromomaleimide polymer substrate) prepared by 
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and functionalized with AMPs showed a better 
antimicrobial stability when compared to a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). When 
exposed to air, this polymer showed slower detachment of bound AMPs when com-
pared to SAM [95]. Additionally, orientation of AMPs was also retained. These results 
show the importance of using a non-degradable material surface to improve bond 
stability of AMPs. Next to that, the surface morphology needs to be well defined as 
an undefined surface could lead to inhibition of attachment of biological molecules. 
Also, depending on the density of the functional groups that are present or able to 
be induced, the number of peptides on the material surface can vary significantly. 
However, even though AMP concentration is of importance, it does not appear to be 
the most critical criterion for the improvement of antimicrobial activity [96, 97].

The antimicrobial activity of covalent-based surface-immobilized AMPs is seen 
to be mainly dependent on the used coupling strategy, spacer specifications and 
peptide orientation and concentration [98]. However, there are certain limits to 
improving the antimicrobial activity by increasing the AMP concentration, due 
to factors such as coupling conditions and steric hindrance (i.e., repulsive forces 
originating from overlapping electron clouds of neighbouring molecules). Next to 
that, some microorganisms are found to be insensitive to any further increase after 
reaching a certain limit in AMP surface density or exposure time [99].

It is demonstrated that direct-immobilized AMPs also show antimicrobial activ-
ity without the use of a spacer. Nevertheless, most potent developments make use of 
spacers, the length (i.e., the distance between the material surface and peptide) of 
which is shown to significantly influence the activity of surface-immobilized AMPs, 
when compared to the AMP surface density [90]. Conversely, the possibility of 
chain cleavage of the spacer due to polymer degradation reactions could lead to the 
release of immobilized AMPs. This could be minimized with the use of stabilized 
polymer spacers [59]. The increased activity seen with the use of spacers is a result 
of improved mobility of AMPs, increasing probability of membrane permeabiliza-
tion and subsequent cell death. However, this would only be a correct hypothesis 
assuming that AMPs demonstrate a similar mode of action to that of their free-form 
counterparts. According to the literature, there are also AMPs that will depolarize 
the cytoplasmic membrane and disrupt the electron transport, which subsequently 
would lead to partial membrane permeabilization and thus cell death [100, 101].
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4. Defensin-like peptides immobilized on material surfaces
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Figure 7. 
Schematic of orientation change of N-terminus-immobilized α-helical peptide before (left) and after (right) 
bacterial contact; not drawn to scale or exact structure.

The difficulty of these developments is the lack of comparable information, 
since most of the observed reactivity and antimicrobial activity are found to be 
specific to the reactant environment, type of materials and AMPs. Fully under-
standing these structure-function relationships is important to clarify and improve 
the performance of surface-immobilized AMPs in future developments.

4.1.1 Orientation of direct immobilized AMPs

When a peptide is directly bonded to the material surface, as displayed in 
Figure 6, the immobilized terminus determines its orientation. When α-helical 
peptides are immobilized at their N-terminus, they will point perpendicular to 
the material surface (i.e., orientate upstanding), but when immobilized at their 
C-terminus, they will take on a laying-down orientation. In general, when an AMP 
has its N-terminus bonded to the surface, it has been shown to have a lower MIC 
when compared to C-terminus and N-side-chain-immobilized AMPs [102]. The 
relatively high MIC of C-terminus-immobilized AMPs is likely related to the inhibi-
tion of membrane interaction [51]. However, according to the literature report-
ing the antimicrobial activity dependence of the orientation difference between 
N-terminus and C-terminus-immobilized peptides, there is also a cell-dependent 
potency, which indicates that the mode of action of AMPs is not only dependent on 
their own characteristics but also on the characteristics of the targeted microorgan-
ism [103]. Another important parameter is the position of the cationic amino acids. 
When they were closer to the bonding site, an increased antimicrobial activity 
was observed, while, when they were positioned in the middle or closer to the 
N-terminus, a decrease of the antimicrobial activity was observed [100].

However, as shown in Figure 7, the orientation of AMPs changes after their initial 
interaction with bacteria (i.e., the immobilized α-helices bind to the anionic lipid 
bilayer). Since immobilized AMPs cannot follow the barrel-stave or toroidal model 
due to limited mobility, it is suggested that the charge-charge interaction plays a 
dominant role in the elimination of bacteria [104, 105].

Figure 6. 
Schematic of (a) N-terminus and (b) C-terminus surface-immobilized α-helical peptide; not drawn to scale or 
exact structure.
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Figure 8. 
Immobilization of AMPs onto numerous functional groups, using different coupling methods; not drawn to 
scale or exact structure.
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Figure 8. 
Immobilization of AMPs onto numerous functional groups, using different coupling methods; not drawn to 
scale or exact structure.
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Additionally, when functionalizing the material’s surface with different reac-
tive groups as seen in Figure 8, the orientation of immobilized AMPs can be 
controlled using chemo-selective (i.e., directed immobilization) coupling reac-
tions. In general, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and 
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) are found to be widely used as activating agents for 
the coupling of peptides to numerous functional groups by forming amides, which 
inhibit the formation of carboxylic salts with an amine [98, 106].

4.1.2 Spacer-incorporated immobilized AMPs

Although orientation can be partly controlled with the use of chemo-selective 
coupling agents, they often do not add enough mobility to increase the probability 
of membrane permeabilization or polarization. In order to improve the mobility 
and subsequent activity of AMPs, the use of spacers is found to be useful. As shown 
in Figure 9, there are two types of spacers, stiff and flexible spacers. Stiff spacers 
(e.g., polyvinyl chloride or polymethyl methacrylate) allow the increase of reach 
and thus might allow membrane permeabilization, but will restrict sideways mobil-
ity by keeping the AMPs pointing in a specific orientation [98]. Flexible spacers 
such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) also allow the increase of reach and are able to 
allow sideways mobility; however, orientation cannot be determined due to their 
flexible chains [107].

However, even if the peptide was linked to a PEG spacer, the random orienta-
tion of an immobilized AMP through its C-terminus is found to result in the loss of 
antimicrobial activity [97]. However, the oriented immobilization of the same AMP 
through its N-terminus is found to restore the antimicrobial activity. It has also been 
suggested that the water-swelling property of PEG aids in maintaining the activity 
of immobilized peptides [108]. Additionally, in the absence of the PEG spacer, the 
AMP did not show antimicrobial activity. Nevertheless, the utilization of PEG as 
a spacer is found to present numerous advantages, as it can create non-adhesive 
surfaces due to its non-fouling characteristics (i.e., inhibition of microorganisms 
binding to the material surface) [108]. Lastly, the solubility and stability of pep-
tides, against protease digestion or peptide aggregation, can be improved with the 
use of a spacer [107, 109, 110]. These previously mentioned factors show yet again 
the complexity of the factors on influencing the antimicrobial activity of immobi-
lized AMPs.

5. Conclusions

AMPs are demonstrated to show antimicrobial activity at relatively low concen-
trations, without damaging mammalian cells, being able to utilize several mecha-
nisms against numerous microorganisms similar to defensins in the human body. 
Immobilization of AMPs improves their lifespan, preserves the mode of action and 
does not seem to influence the mechanism on the biological level; however, they 

Figure 9. 
Schematic of spacer-incorporated immobilized AMPs, showing stiff spacers (left) and flexible spacers (right); 
not drawn to scale or exact structure.
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do show reduced antimicrobial activity upon immobilization to material surfaces. 
Nonetheless, this reduced activity can be partly restored with the use of chemo-
selective coupling agents and the incorporation of spacers. Whether degradation 
of the material and coupling agents is desirable or not, understanding the kinetics 
is of great importance as the decrease of structural integrity and/or release of 
particles (i.e., molecules, debris, etc.) might result in an adverse biological reaction. 
Nonetheless, there are significant indications that AMPs are suitable candidates 
to replace conventional biocides and antibiotics. In addition, they can be utilized 
to develop the next generation of antimicrobial surfaces as coatings for medical 
devices and implants.
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Chapter 5

Determination of Substrate
Specificity of the Purified Novel
Plant Cysteine Protease Solanain
From the Latex of Vallaris
solanacea
Silpa Somavarapu

Abstract

Peptide synthesis refers to the production of peptides. Proteases are the enzymes
that degrade proteins. They hold first place in the world market of enzymes, esti-
mated at �US$3 billion. Proteases are distributed widely in different parts of the
biological sources. In occurrence of proteases, plant kingdom occupies the highest
rank. The increasing demand for proteases and the need for economical production
of commercially useful industrial proteases from novel sources are taken into con-
sideration. A novel plant latex cysteine protease namely Vallaris solanacea was
identified in Biodiversity Park, Visakhapatnam which showed maximum protease
activity. It has been shown that the latex of Vallaris solanacea contains a high
protease activity. The cysteine protease solanain was purified by fractionation with
ammonium sulphate followed by DEAE-cellulose ion exchange and gel chromatog-
raphy. Specificity studies towards synthetic peptide and ester substrates by the
protease purified from the latex of Vallaris solanacea were performed. The purified
solanain exhibited broad specificity similar to other cysteine proteases. However
considerable differences were also noticed in the rate of hydrolysis and specificity
towards simple peptide substrates.

Keywords: peptide synthesis, proteases, Vallaris solanacea, specificity studies,
cysteine proteases, peptide substrates

1. Peptide synthesis

Peptide synthesis refers to the production of peptides. Peptides and proteins are
linear polymers of amino acids linked by amide peptide bonds. Amino acids are
primary amines that contain an anomeric carbon that is connected to a hydrogen
atom (H), an amino (NH3) group, a carboxyl group (COOH) and a variable side
group (R) (Figure 1).

Peptides are chemically synthesized by the condensation reaction of the car-
boxyl group of one amino acid to the amino group of another. The formation of
peptide bonds by linking amino acids together dates back to 100 years. The first
peptides to be synthesized, including oxytocin and insulin took about 50–60 years
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1. Peptide synthesis

Peptide synthesis refers to the production of peptides. Peptides and proteins are
linear polymers of amino acids linked by amide peptide bonds. Amino acids are
primary amines that contain an anomeric carbon that is connected to a hydrogen
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peptide bonds by linking amino acids together dates back to 100 years. The first
peptides to be synthesized, including oxytocin and insulin took about 50–60 years
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which clearly indicates chemical synthesis of peptides is a difficult task [1]. But
advances in protein synthesis today made peptide synthesis easier today which has
varied applications in high-throughput biological research and drug development
[2] (Figure 2).

2. Peptide synthesis

They are two methods of peptide synthesis, namely

• Liquid-phase peptide synthesis

• Solid-phase peptide synthesis

Liquid-phase peptide synthesis is the classical method that is slow and labour
intensive in which separate peptides are synthesized and then coupled together to
create larger peptides. In this method chemical group is used to protect the C-
terminus of the first amino acid.

Solid-phase peptide synthesis is the most common method where the C-
terminus of the first amino acid is coupled to an activated solid support, such as
polystyrene or polyacrylamide. This method is advantageous as the resin acts as the

Figure 1.
Peptide structure.

Figure 2.
Coupling of two amino acids in solution. The unprotected amine of one reacts with the unprotected carboxylic
acid group of the other to form a peptide bond.
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C-terminal protecting group and it is a rapid method to separate the growing
peptide product from the different reaction mixtures during synthesis.

These two ways are combined in an exceedingly method known as native
chemical tying. LifeTein’s customary amide synthesis method uses the solid part.
The liquid-phase approach is employed for the synthesis of short peptides, like di-
and tripeptides, and C-terminally changed peptides, like accelerator substrates
(Figure 3).

3. Solid phase synthesis

The important method for the synthesis of peptides in the lab is known as solid-
phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) [3]. Merrifield [4] developed this method of SPPS
which allows the rapid assembly of a peptide chain through successive reactions of
amino acid derivatives on an insoluble porous support. Unlike ribosome protein
synthesis, artificial synthesis builds peptides in the C to N direction. During solid-
phase peptide synthesis, each peptide is anchored to an insoluble polymer at the C-
terminus.

3.1 Solid support

Solid support in SPPS is Polystyrene, a styrene cross-linked with 1–2%
divinylbenzene which is a popular carrier resin in SPPS. Other common gel-type
supports include polyacrylamide and polyethylene glycol (PEG). Polystyrene is
chemically inert under SPSS conditions. The solid support helps in anchoring the
amino acids and formation of peptide.

3.2 Protecting groups

Amino acids contain side chains with different functional groups with different
reactivity. Thus different protecting groups are required. A major problem in pep-
tide synthesis is the side reactions due to multiple reactive groups in amino acids. In
order to perform peptide formation with minimal side reactions or to protect the
functional groups from non-specific reactions reactive groups in the amino acids
need to be blocked or protected. For this many chemical groups have been devel-
oped that bind to the amino acids and protect it. They are two types of protecting
groups, namely

Figure 3.
Peptide bonds created with peptide coupling agents.
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Figure 3.
Peptide bonds created with peptide coupling agents.
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• Temporary protecting groups

• Permanent protecting groups

3.2.1 Temporary protecting groups

N-terminal ends of amino acids are protected by groups called ‘temporary’
protecting groups as they are easily removed to allow peptide bond formation.

3.2.2 Permanent protecting groups

But Side chain protecting groups are known as permanent protecting groups as
they remain at all the multiple cycles of chemical treatment during the synthesis
phase and they can be removed only on treatment with strong acids after synthesis
is complete (Figure 4).

Peptide synthesis involves coupling of carboxyl group and the incoming amino
acid to the N-terminus of the growing peptide chain. It is a step wise method and
also a cyclic process. It involves the following steps.

1.Blocking of amino group of amino acid by N-terminal protecting groups

Prior to protein synthesis, individual amino acids are reacted with these
protecting groups. Two common N-terminal protecting groups are tert-
butoxycarbonyl (Boc) and 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc), and each group
has distinct characteristics that determine their use (Table 1; Figure 5).

2.Blocking of carbonyl group of amino acid by C-terminal protecting groups

Similarly the carbonyl group of amino acid is protected by C-terminal
protecting group. The C-terminal protecting group depends on the type of peptide

Figure 4.
Solid-phase synthesis of a dipeptide victimization associate degree (amine-functionalized) organic compound.
The N-terminal protective cluster (PG) will be Fmoc or Boc, reckoning on the protective cluster theme used (see
below). The amino alkanoic acid facet chains (R1, R2, etc.) are orthogonally protected (not shown).
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synthesis used. For liquid-phase peptide synthesis C-terminus of the first amino
acid is protected by chemical reagent while in solid-phase peptide synthesis solid
support (resin) acts as the protecting group for the C-terminal amino acid
(Figure 6).

3.Coupling of the protected amino acids to form a peptide

Once peptide synthesis is completed, all the protecting groups are removed from
the nascent peptides. First C-terminal carboxylic acid is activated using
carbodiimides like dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) or diisopropylcarbodiimide
(DIC). These coupling reagents respond with the carboxyl gathering to shape an
exceptionally receptive O-acylisourea moderate that is immediately dislodged
by nucleophilic assault from the deprotected essential amino gathering on the

S. No Fmoc Boc

1 Routine synthesis Requires special equipment

2 Relatively safe Potentially dangerous

3 Acid-sensitive peptides
and derivatives

Base-labile peptides

4 Frequent aggregation Moderate aggregation

5 TFA final deprotection HF final deprotection

Table 1.
Difference between Fmoc and Boc.

Figure 5.
Fmoc strategy (Wang resin) and Boc strategy (Merrifield resin).

Figure 6.
Amino acid functional group protection.
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N-end of the developing peptide chain to frame the beginning peptide security.
To affirm total coupling a test is performed called Kaiser Test (Figure 7).

4.Deblocking the amino group of amino acid

Removal of specific protecting groups from the newly added amino acid
immediately after coupling to allow the next incoming amino acid to bind to the
growing peptide chain is called deprotection. Boc is removed using moderately
strong acid such as trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) while Fmoc is a base-labile protecting
group that is removed with a mild base such as piperidine.

4. Deblocking the carbonyl group of amino acid

The synthetic peptide purification is by compounds like water, anisol or thiol
derivatives are added in excess during the deprotection step to react with any of

Figure 7.
Diagram of peptide synthesis. Peptide bond formation between the deprotected N-terminus of the first amino
acid and the activated C-terminus of the incoming amino acid. This cycle of deprotection and coupling is
repeated until the full-length peptide is formed.

Figure 8.
Diagram of peptide cleavage after synthesis. The remaining N-terminal protecting groups, all side-chain
protecting groups and the C-terminal protecting group or solid support are removed by strong acid treatment
after peptide synthesis is completed.
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these free reactive species. This cycle of deprotection and coupling is repeated. The
remaining protecting groups are cleaved by acidolysis, using; strong acids such as
hydrogen fluoride (HF), hydrogen bromide (HBr) or trifluoromethane sulphonic
acid (TFMSA) (Figure 8).

5. Peptide purification

Peptides are purified by the following techniques namely Ion exchange chroma-
tography (IEC), Partition chromatography, Size-exclusion chromatography,
Reverse-phase chromatography (RPC) and High-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC).

6. Applications of synthetic peptides

The Peptide synthesis (Figure 9) holds varied applications including

• Synthetic peptides are used to study enzyme-substrate interactions within
important enzyme classes such as kinases and proteases, which play a crucial
role in cell signalling.

• The development of epitope-specific antibodies against pathogenic proteins.

• The study of protein functions and the identification and characterization of
proteins.

7. Proteases

For about a century, the enzymes that play the central role in the degradation of
proteins by hydrolysing peptide bonds have been known as ‘proteases’ and the term
protease is therefore equivalent to ‘peptide hydrolase’. They hold first place in the

Figure 9.
Polypeptide formation.
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world market of enzymes, estimated at �US$3 billion [5]. Proteases are distributed
widely in different parts of the biological sources. In occurrence of proteases, plant
kingdom occupies the highest rank (43.85%) followed by bacteria (18.09%), fungi
(15.08%), animals (11.15%), algae (7.42%) and viruses (4.41%). According to

Family, species Name, EC-number Reference(s)

In latices
(I) Caricaceae
1. Carica papaya
2. Pileus mexicanus
(II) Moraceae
3. Ficus carica
4. Ficus racemosa
(III) Asclepiadaceae
5. Asclepias speciosa
6. Funastrum clausum
(IV) Apocynaceae
7. Tabernaemontana
grandiflora
(V) Urticaceae
8. Morus indica
(VI) Euphorbiaceae
9. Euphorbia milii
(VII) Asteraceae
10. Taraxacum
officinale
In fruits
(IX) Bromeliaceae
30. Ananas comosus
31. Bromelia penguin
32. Bromelia hemisph
(X) Actinidiaceae
33. Actinidia chinensis
In vegetative organs
(XI) Bromeliaceae
34. Ananas comosus
(XII) Zingiberaceae
35. Zingiber officinale
36. Miut

Papain, 3.4.22.2
Chymopapain,
3.4.22.6
Papayapeptidase-I
(A and B)
Mexicain, 3.4.99.14
Ficin, 3.4.22.3
Protease
Asclepain, 3.4.22.7
Funastrain c II
Tabernamontanain,
3.4.99.23
Indicain
Milin
Taraxilisin
Fruit bromelain,
3.4.22.4
Pinguinain,
3.4.99.18
Hemisphaericin
Actindin, 3.4.22.14
Stem bromelain,
3.4.22.4
Ananain
Leaf proteases
… … … …

… … … …

[9, 11, 19]
Kunimitsu and Yasunobu, 1970, Robinson, 1975;
Khan and Polgar, 1983
Lynn, 1979; Lynn and Yaguchi, 1979; Polgar, 1981;
Baines and Brocklechurt, 1982
Castaneda-Agullo et al., 1942; Soriano et al., 1975
Sgarbieri et al., 1964; Kramer and Whitaker, 1964;
Sugiura and Sasaki, 1974
Devaraj et al., 2008
Greenberg and Winnick, 1940
Morcelle et al., 2004
Jaffe, 1943
Singh, 2008
Yadav et al., 2006
Rudenskaya et al., 1998
Cooreman et al., 1976; Murachi 1970; 1976
Messing and Santoro, 1960
Agundis et al., 1977
Arcus, 1959; McDowall, 1973; Brocklehurst et al., 1981
Murachi, 1970; 1976; Heinicke and Gortner, 1957
[12]
Daley and Vines, 1978
Yamaguchi et al., 1982
Yamaguchi et al., 1982

Table 2.
List of plant cysteine proteases and their sources.

Figure 10.
Distribution of proteases.
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Figure 11.
Plant proteases.

Figure 12.
Distribution of proteases in plant parts.

Figure 13.
Amino acid sequence around the active site cysteine and histidine residues (in bold) of some plant cysteine
proteases.
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Barrett and McDonald [6], plant proteases are classified into serine, cysteine,
aspartic and metalloproteases. Cysteine proteases (EC 3.4.2.2) are found in bacteria
[7], eukaryotic microorganisms [8], plants [9] and animals. Cysteine proteases are
represented by 70 families belonging to 12 different classes [10] (Table 2;
Figures 10–13).

8. Screening of plant lattices for novel plant latex cysteine protease

Taking into consideration, the increasing demand for proteases and the need for
economical production of commercially useful industrial proteases from novel
sources. A number of plant lattices belonging to different plant families have been
collected in and around Visakhapatnam and screened for protease activity. Their
activities were assayed immediately and were stored in ice for further investigations.
A novel plant latex cysteine protease namely Vallaris solanacea was identified in
Biodiversity Park, Visakhapatnam which showed maximum protease activity. Pre-
liminary studies on protease activity from the latex of Vallaris solanacea were carried
out. The protease was purified and characterized. Specificity studies towards syn-
thetic peptide and ester substrates by the protease purified solanain.

9. Substrate specificity of the purified solanain from the latex of
Vallaris solanacea

Plant lattices are rich source of proteases. Latex of Vallaris solanacea also showed
high protease activity. The cysteine protease solanain was purified by ammonium
sulphate precipitation followed by DEAE-cellulose ion exchange and gel chroma-
tography. The purpose of the present study is determination of specificity of puri-
fied solanain towards synthetic peptide and ester substrates. Extensive and more
systematic studies [13–16] have been made on papain, ficin [17] and bromelain [18].

10. Materials and methods

10.1 Preparation of peptide solutions

First step is preparation of 10 mM peptide solution having tryptophan, tyrosine
and phenylalanine. Peptides were solubilized using dilute acid, the assay mixture
contained higher buffer concentration viz. 0.15 M.

10.1.1 Solanain action on peptides

Peptide was incubated by solanain in 0.05 M Phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 10 mm
β-mercaptoethanol, 2 mM EDTA, 2.5 mm amide and 0.5 mg to 1.0 mg/ml catalyst
protein. Incubation was administered for 48 h at 30°C. The reaction was detected by
sampling the digestible mixture on aid. For every digestion mixture, a bearing while
not substrate or without catalyst was analysed. Skinny layer activity was performed
as delineated by Renderath (1963).

10.1.2 Preparation of colloid silica gel G plates

About 25 weight unit of colloid Silica Gel G was mixed with 50 cm3 of H2O and
stirred smartly during a closed round shape flask till completely distributed. The
suspension was transferred into Stahl’s mechanical spreader adjusted to 250 μ
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thickness, victimization the spreader; layers were ready on 20 � 20 cm glass plates.
The gel was allowed to dry for a couple of minutes and so activated by drying in
associate degree kitchen appliance at 1100°C for half-hour.

10.1.3 Developing the chromatographic plate

About 5–10 μl of the sample was loaded. Solvent used was 4:1:1 butanol: carbox-
ylic acid: water (v/v/v). After development the plates were removed, dried and
detected by spraying with 0.2% ninhydrin in butanol: ethanoic acid (95, 5 v/v)
mixture. Rf values of the spots were calculated. Amino acids were identified.

11. Results and discussion

Studies on substrate specificity were done and results were tabulated. Solanain
was capable of hydrolysing peptide bonds involving the amino groups of hydro-
philic amino acid residues (peptides 1 to 5) and incapable of peptide bonds involv-
ing the groups of deliquescent organic compound residues (peptides one to 5) and
incapable of hydrolysing amide bonds wherever amino group was given by a

S. No Peptides Protease activity

Simple dipeptides

1 Gly – Gly ++

2 Gly – L - α- Ala +

3 Gly – L – Asn +++

4 Gly – DL – Asn +

5 Gly – D – Asn +++

6 Gly – L – Leu �

7 Gly – L - β- phe �

8 Gly – L – Trp �

9 L – Ala – L – Met �

10 L – Leu– L – Met +++

11 L – Trp – Gly �

12 L – Trp – L – Tyr �

13 L – Tyr – Gly �

N-aryl-dipeptides

14 N – Z – L – Glu – L – phe +++

15 N – Z – L – Glu – L – Tyr ++

16 N – Z – L – Ileu – L – Met �

17 N – Z – L – Met – Gly – OEt* ++++

18 Hippuryl – L – Arg ++

Tripeptides

19 Gly – Gly – Gly �

20 L-Glu-L-Val-L-Phe �

21 L – Leu- Gly – Gly +

*Both ester bond and the peptide bond of N – Z – L – Met – Gly – OEt were hydrolysed.

Table 3.
Reaction of di- and tripeptides by refined Solanain.
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hydrophobic residues (peptides half dozen to 9) with a large aspect chain e.g.,
leucine, essential amino acid, essential amino acid and essential amino acid. How-
ever, if the organic compound contributory the group of the bond was aromatic the
bond was not hydrolysed although the C-terminal amino acid was deliquescent.
Neither L-Trp-Gly nor L-Tyr-Gly was hydrolysed. It seems that the presence of a
deliquescent organic compound at the N-terminal finish is not needed for the
protein.

In Table 3, the results of the speed measurements given for 10 parts as Vo/Eo

wherever Vo is initial rate and Eo is concentration of the protein in moles. The
concentration of substrate used was one.56 � 10-4 M. If the metric linear unit
values of the p-nitrophenyl esters of CBZ-amino acids were of constant magnitude
as for different thiol proteases like papain [9], ficin [17], bromelain [18] and
ananain [12] then Vo/Eo values obtained for Glycine and amino acid were love the
Kcat values of the corresponding esters of different proteases.

The refined solanain of Vallaris family Solanaceae showed close to identical
specificity towards all the substrates.

Solanain, differs from the amino alkanoic acid proteases in having low amidase
activity with BAPNA and conjointly did not show any esterase activity with BAEE.
This finding suggests considerably low specificity for essential amino acid residues.
It differs from enzyme, ficin and bromelain during this facet. By showing broad
specificity, Solanain resembled enzyme [11], ficin [14, 17] and bromelain [18] that
change a spread of amide bonds. All these, however, showed a preference for basic
amino acids. The solanain of Vallaris potato family hydrolysed leucyl bonds with
efficiency and during this respect resembled ficin [17] and differed from bromelain
[18] (Table 4).

12. Conclusion

Substrate specificity studies showed solanain exhibited broad specificity. It
showed peptidase activity, amidase activity. The enzyme was capable of catalysing
the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl esters of amino acids. It exhibited difference in
specificity towards simple peptide substrates.

Substrate 108(E0)(M) V0/E0

Moles/sec/mole enzyme
% Relative activity*

Amino acid side chain p-Nitrophenyl ester

Nil Z-Gly-Onp 1.63 5.29 10

Unbranched Z-L-Ala-Onp 3.27 16.94 320.00

Branched Z-L-Val-ONP 16.30 0.48 9.07

Z-L-Leu-Onp 3.27 2.14 10.45

Z-L-lleu-Onp 16.30 0.21 3.97

Aromatic Z-L-phe-Onp 3.27 1.02 09.28

Z-L-Tyr-Onp 3.27 1.69 31.94

Z-L-Trp-Onp 3.27 0.74 13.99

Imino acid Z-L-pro-Onp 163.00 0.0 0.0

N,N1-di-Z-L
Lys-Onp

163.00 0.0 0.0

*Calculated taking activity toward Z-Gly-ONp as 100%.

Table 4.
Hydrolysis of various synthetic ester substrates with purified solanain.
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Chapter 6

Poly(L-Lactide) 
Bionanocomposites
Ali Nabipour Chakoli

Abstract

A variety of natural, synthetic, and biosynthetic polymers such as poly(L-lactide), 
polyhydroxyalkanoate, and poly(ε-caprolactone) are biocompatible and environ-
mentally degradable. Biodegradability can therefore be engineered into polymers by 
the judicious addition of chemical linkages such as anhydride, ester, or amide bonds, 
among others. Poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) has attracted increasing attention due to the 
combination of its bioresorbability, biodegradability, biocompatibility, and shape 
memory effect. It has been widely applied to biomedical fields such as bone screws, 
surgical sutures, tissue engineering, and controlled drug delivery. Nevertheless, 
the PLLA is weaker than that of natural cortical bones in mechanical strength. 
Additionally, the ability of PLLA in cell attachment and bioactivity are weak due to 
its hydrophobic properties. In order to overcome the unsuitable properties of PLLA, 
various techniques have already been applied to modify the physical and mechanical 
properties of PLLA. The most significant method is to introduce some various kinds 
of fillers into PLLA matrix to provide reinforcing filler/PLLA composites, such as 
hydroxyapatite (HA), b-tricalcium phosphate, bioglass, silica gel, amorphous carbon, 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and so on.

Keywords: poly(L-lactide), nanocomposites, nanomaterials, tissue engineering

1. Introduction

Nowadays, nanoscience and nanotechnology have increased the scope of 
polymeric materials application, with the ultimate goal of dramatically enhanced 
performance [1, 2]. The most popular performance is to introduce nanoparticles 
into the polymer matrix to treat the polymer/nano-sized particles composites. 
The second is the fabrication of polymeric nanoscale materials [3, 4]. Both the 
mentioned approaches have been applied for various polymeric systems [5]. Based 
on the revolutionary researches, nanotechnology has been successfully applied to 
produce different kinds of biopolymer materials with valuable quality and high 
performance in various fields [6].

The tissue engineering, which is considered as a multidisciplinary field in 
medicine and industry, is emerging as the promising new approach in the recon-
struction of imperfect or damaged body tissues [7, 8]. Also, tissue engineering is 
multidisciplinary field of integrating materials science, biotechnology, industrial 
engineering, and medical engineering [9]. This chapter focuses on the development 
of biotechnical substitutes for restoration, replacement, maintaining, or enhancing 
tissue and organ functionalities. The artificial scaffolds like framework play a basic 
role in supporting the structural cells to settle and guide their growth to find the 
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specific tissue with acceptable structure [10]. Therefore, designation of artificial 
scaffolds has a great importance in tissue engineering. An artificial scaffold that 
covers the preferred characteristics such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, and 
high porosity structure could provide as template for bone growth [11]. In the same 
case, fibrous artificial scaffolds, biodegradable and biocompatible polymers, which 
are frequently used as artificial scaffold materials, are naturally soft in order to 
mimic the rigidity of natural tissues [12, 13].

Using fillers as a reinforcing agent is not a new idea in the world. Straws were 
used to reinforce mud bricks since 4000 BC [14]. Now, fibers made from so many 
kinds of materials in mesoscale such as glass, boron, silicon carbide, alumina, and 
especially carbon has been used as fillers in composites. Polymer nanocomposites 
are combination of a polymer matrix and inclusions that have at least one dimen-
sion (i.e., length, width, or thickness) in the nanometer size range (Figure 1).

In order to achieve ultimate effective properties, the fabrication of nanoparticle 
reinforced polymers must be optimized [15, 16]. Nowadays, there are several issues 
that are not well understood in this area and need more theoretical and experimen-
tal researches. However, individual research groups have made significant process-
ing advances for particular nanoparticle-polymer systems, universal guidelines 
regarding the fabrication of nanocomposites do not exist [17]. This is in part due 
to the complexity of the polymer chemistry, the lack of detailed models describing 
the processing conditions, and the large list of parameters (specific to the types 
of polymer and nanotube under consideration) that can influence the polymer/
nanoparticle interaction and impact the effective reinforcement properties.

There are four main system requirements for effective reinforcement. These are 
a large aspect ratio (1), good dispersion (2), alignment (3), and interfacial stress 
transfer (4).

Reinforcement of biodegradable and biocompatible polymers is a possible 
approach to overcome some natural limitations of mentioned polymers such as 
in adequate mechanical properties, insufficient stiffness, high brittleness, and 
low toughness [18–22]. Also, some researches were focused on evaluation of the 
properties of biopolymer blends and copolymers [23–27]. Some kinds of polyesters 
are widely studied as matrix polymer in biocomposites that reinforced with many 
kinds of reinforcing fillers for improving their applications. Biopolymers are used 
to produce harmless fluorescent microparticles for in-vivo material penetration 
researches.

Biodegradable and biocompatible nanomaterials, because of their properties 
such as controlled release, low toxicity, and enhanced encapsulation effect, are used 
frequently as drug delivery systems. Nanotechnology highlighted the impact of 
nanoencapsulation of various disease-related drugs on biodegradable nanoparticles 
such as poly(L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), poly lactic acid (PLA), chitosan, 
gelatin, poly caprolactone, and poly-alkyl-cyanoacrylates [3].

Figure 1. 
The scheme of nanofillers for polymer nanocomposites.
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2. Polymer nanocomposites fabrication

The methods for fabrication of nanocomposite have considered on improve-
ment of nanomaterials dispersion because significantly higher distribution in the 
biopolymer matrices to improve the properties of polymeric nanocomposite. Like 
nanoparticle suspensions in solvents, pristine nanoparticles have not valuable 
dispersion in polymers illustrating the extreme difficulty to overcome the inher-
ent thermodynamic driving of nanoparticles to agglomerate. The dispersion of 
nanoparticles in polymer should be evaluated over a various size scales of nanopar-
ticles. The solution blending, melt blending, and in situ polymerization are widely 
applied to produce nanomaterial/polymer nanocomposites.

2.1 Solution blending of nanocomposites

Solution blending is a common technique for fabrication of polymeric nanocom-
posites because it is both amenable for various sizes and effectiveness. The solution 
blending includes three steps: dispersion of nanoparticles in a solvent, mixing with 
the polymer solution at effective temperature, and finally recover the composite 
after precipitation or casting the film. Solution-based casting methods provide an 
advantage through low viscosities, which facilitate mixing and dispersion of the 
nanoparticles. Many studies have used these methods for processing both thermoset 
and thermoplastic polymers.

As mentioned earlier, it is difficult to disperse nanoparticles in solvents by 
simple stirring. The instruments such as ultrasonicator are suitable for making 
metastable suspensions of reinforcing filler/polymer mixtures in solvents. It is 
necessary to consider that ultrasonication for a long time affects the nanoparticles. 
When using solution blending, nanoparticles tend to agglomerate during slow 
solvent evaporation, leading to inhomogeneous distribution of the nanoparticles in 
the polymer matrix.

2.2 Melt blending

The melt blending need heat and high shear pressure to disperse the nanopar-
ticles in polymer matrix and it is well-matched with present industries. In com-
parison with solution blending, the melt mixing has less effective at dispersion 
of nanoparticles in polymer matrix and has limitation for low concentration of 
nanoparticle because of high viscosities of the composites at higher nanoparticles 
loadings.

Melt mixing of nanoparticles into thermoplastic polymer matrix using conven-
tional processing techniques, such as extrusion, injection molding, and blow mold-
ing are particularly desirable, due to the speed, simplicity, and availability of the 
process in plastic industries. These methods are also benefit due to free of solvent 
and related contaminant. The nanoparticles has a unique advantage in thermo-
plastic polymer compounding and molding, because less fiber cutting or breaking 
occurs, and a high aspect ratio is maintained for one dimensional fillers in contrast 
to larger, microscale fillers. Application of shear mixing with long processing time 
may improve the dispersion of fillers, and when coupled with elongating extru-
sion, should yield adequate aligned nanofillers. Increasing in viscosity is higher 
for nanofibers than that of large diameter fibers such as carbon black, so shear 
mixing is necessary to overcome the high viscose polymer/nanofibers composites. 
Additionally, another advantage is the vision of recycling thermoplastic nanocom-
posites to decrease the financial expenses and to become safe for environment. 
Nevertheless, much needs to be learned about the ability of nanofibers to withstand 
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high shear and elongation flow processing and about optimization of processing 
parameters to provide good nanofibers dispersion.

Controlling the alignment of nanofibers in polymer matrix is possible using 
melt mixing methods. For example, spinning of extruded melt samples is used for 
alignment of fillers in nanofibers/polypropylene nanocomposites with high disper-
sion of nanofibers. Up to now, various methods of nanofiber alignment techniques 
have been developed such as using further increment in residence time in the die 
channel or die design to control the orientation of nanofibers. Injection mold-
ing was also found to induce significant alignment in nanofibers/ polypropylene 
composites, as demonstrated by measurement of thermal expansion and electrical 
conductivity.

2.3 In situ polymerization

The nanoparticles are dispersed in monomer and then the polymerization 
process is starts. As solution blends, functionalized nanoparticles can improve the 
initial dispersion of the nanoparticles in the liquid (monomer and solvent) and 
consequently in the nanocomposites. Furthermore, in situ polymerization methods 
enable covalent bonding between nanoparticles and the polymer matrix using 
various condensation reactions. Noteworthy extensions of in situ polymerization 
include infiltration methods in which the reactive agents are introduced into a 
nanoparticle structure and subsequently polymerized.

3. Biopolymers

A variety of natural, synthetic, and biosynthetic polymers such as poly(L-
lactide) (PLLA), polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), 
poly glycolic acid (PGA), poly ethylene glycol (PEG), polyesteramide (PEA), 
and aliphatic copolyesters (PBSA). The biodegradability is capable of undergoing 
decomposition into carbon dioxide, methane, water, inorganic compounds, or 
biomass in which the predominant mechanism is the enzymatic action of micro-
organisms. The biodegradability of polymer depends on the chemical structure 
of the materials and on the constitution of the final product, and also depends on 
the raw materials used for its production. The polymer based on the C-C backbone 
tends to be nonbiodegradable, whereas heteroatom containing polymer backbones 
confer biodegradability. It is possible to engineer biodegradability of polymers 
using the judicious addition of chemical linkages such as anhydride, ester, or amide 
bonds, among others (Figure 2). The properties of some commercial biodegradable 
polymers are summarized in Table 1.

The most biomedical application of polymers are surgical dressings, sutures, 
adhesives, polymeric screws and nails, fiber/polymer composite bone plates, 
tendons/ligaments, reinforcing meshes, heart valves, joint reconstruction and bone 
cement, tubular devices, soft-tissue replacement materials for cosmetic reconstruc-
tion, drug delivery implants, artificial kidney/blood dialysis, artificial lung/blood 
oxygenator, and artificial heart.

3.1 Poly(L-lactide)

Among the aliphatic polyesters, poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) is considered to 
be the most promising biodegradable material, not only because it has excel-
lent biodegradability, compatibility, and high strength but also due to the fact 
that it can be obtained totally from renewable resources. PLLA is a bio-based, 
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biodegradable polymer which can be produced from renewable sources such as 
corn and has found numerous applications in the medical and pharmaceutical 
fields.

Figure 2. 
Bioabsorbable implants that have potential applications throughout the spine (a), an example of a 
bioabsorbable plate and pedicle screw, washer (b), and the in-vitro degraded bioabsorbable screw.

PLLA* PHA* PCL* PEA* PBSA* PBAT*

Density (g/cm3) 1.25 1.25 1.11 1.07 1.23 1.21

Melting point (°C) (DSC) 152 153 65 112 114 110–115

Glass transition (°C) (DSC) 58 5 −61 −29 −45 −30

Crystallinity (%) 0–1 51 67 33 41 20–35

Elastic modulus (MPa) 2050 900 190 262 249 52

Elongation at break (%) 9 15 >500 420 >500 >500

Tensile stress at break or max (MPa) — — 14 17 19 9

Biodegradation mineralization (%) 100 100 100 100 90 100

Water permeability WVTR at 25°C  
(g/m2/day)

172 21 177 680 330 550

*Abbreviations: Poly(L-lactide) (PLLA), polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), polyesteramide 
(PEA), aliphatic copolyesters (PBSA), aromatic copolyesters (PBAT).

Table 1. 
Properties of some commercial biopolyesters.
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The PLLA has important characteristics over other biopolymers such as:

• Using renewable resources for production,

• Considered as energy saver,

• Recyclable to lactic acid,

• Using carbon dioxide for manufacturing,

• Improving the farm economics by composting,

• Decline of landfill volumes, and

• Possible modification of physical and mechanical properties using copolymer-
ization and blending.

The commercialization of PLLA has been affected from three factors:

• High cost in comparison to other polymers due to its immature technology,

• Moisture absorption of in environment, and

• Modified processing conditions are needed.

Copolymerization of LA with other monomers like glycolide or CL can signifi-
cantly enhance the properties and broaden the use of PLLA. The PLLA is produced 
form polylactic acid. The asymmetric polylactic acid has two stereo isomeric forms, 
L- and D-isomers. The L-isomer exists in normal human carbohydrate metabolism, 
and the D-isomer is detectable in urine and in acidic milk. If a polymer formed by 
one type of monomer, it is called homopolymer PLLA. A copolymer consists of two 
types of monomers named g. poly(D, L)-lactic acid (PDLLA) (Figure 3).

Some large scale manufacturers are beginning to favor PLLA because it is renew-
able, conserves energy, and degrades easily. The ring-opening polymerization of 
L-lactide oligomers (LAs) yields the PLLA semi-crystalline polymer with a melting 
point of 180–190°C and a glass transition temperature of 55–60°C (Figure 4).

Up to now, the PLLA has limited biomedical applications as implanting devices 
because of its biodegradation effect. If incorporating different nanoparticles into 
the PLLA matrix could enhance the properties of this material significantly, this 
process would increase its applicability further. In addition, the PLLA showed 
shape memory effect and the original shape could be recovered up to glass transi-
tion temperature. However, the recovery strain of PLLA was relatively low and the 

Figure 3. 
Stereoisomeric forms of lactic acid: lactic acid occurs in two, L(+) and D(−). Note the difference in location of 
the hydroxyl group in the chiral carbon.
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recovery temperature was high for using in the human body. In order to improve the 
shape memory and decrease the recovery temperature, copolymers with PCL has 
been considered.

The PLLA with high performance biodegradable and biocompatible homopoly-
mer is under various studies due to significant properties. PLLA crystallization 
happens very slowly, even if nanoparticles are incorporated and treat heterogeneous 
nucleation point [23, 25, 26].

In some researches, the thermo mechanical properties of PLLA nanocomposites 
reinforced with functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-g-
PLLAs) were determined. For functionalization, PLLA chains were grafted form 
the surface of MWCNTs. Then, the func.MWCNTs/PLLA composite is prepared 
by solution casting. The results show that the MWCNT-g-PLLAs were dispersed 
in PLLA matrix adequately. With increasing the weight percentage of MWCNT-g-
PLLAs, up to 2 wt% led to gradual enhancement of the mechanical properties of 
nanocomposite. The thermal analysis also revealed the func.MWCNTs increase 
the melting point and the glass transition temperature of nanocomposite. Also, the 
DMA analysis results show that incrementing the concentrations of func.MWCNTs 
is also accompany with increasing Young modulus and the transition temperature of 
PLLA. The chain stiffness in amorphous phase of PLLA can also increase due to the 
van der Walls force and the homogenous dispersion of func.MWCNTs. In addition, 
the crystallinity of PLLA could be increased due to func.MWCNTs as heteroge-
neous nucleation points [19, 28].

3.2 Poly(L-lactide-co-ε-caprolactone)

Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) is another important aliphatic polyester that is 
considered as a potential material in both biomedical and environmental fields. 
PCL is a biodegradable and nontoxic polyester. The ring-opening polymerization 
of ε-caprolactone oligomers (CLs) yields the PCL semi-crystalline polymer with 
a melting point of 59–64°C and a glass transition temperature of −60°C. The glass 
transition temperature can be increased by copolymerization with L-lactide, which 
also enhances the biodegradation of the polymer. PCL has good permeability to 
many therapeutic drugs and has been studied for long-term contraceptive delivery 
(Figure 5).

The polymer has been regarded as tissue compatible and used as a biodegradable 
suture. PCL exhibits a low glass transition temperature and melting point, high 
crystallinity and permeability, and good flexibility with a high elongation at break 
and low modulus. However, modification is highly necessary when it is applied 
to different requirements. Because the homopolymer has a degradation time on 
the order of 2 years, copolymers have been synthesized to accelerate the rate of 
bioabsorption.

Figure 4. 
Molecular scheme of L-lactide as oligomer and poly(L-lactide) as homopolymer.
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For example, copolymers of CL with LA have yielded materials with more rapid 
degradation rates. Also, combining nanoparticles with PCL is an effective and oper-
able approach to improving the properties of PLLA significantly. The copolymers 
of PLLA with other biopolymers such as PCL may increase its applications because 
with this procedure, it becomes possible to fabricate a various kinds of bioabsorb-
able polymers and composites with soft and elastic properties. Because the PCL 
has a low melting point, if PCL is introduced into segmented polyurethane as a soft 
segment, the shape memory effect would be expected. Hydrolysis of PCL yields 
6-hydroxycaproic acid which enters the citric acid cycle and is metabolized.

PLLA is a biocompatible and biodegradable homopolymer with good mechani-
cal properties and its copolymers with PCL may expand its applications. The CL 
appears to be a suitable comonomer for the preparation of copolymers with PLLA 
and PGA with mechanical properties ranging from rigid to elastomeric. The copoly-
mer of PLLA and PCL possessed properties partly like that of PLLA and partly like 
that of PCL (Figure 6).

The poly(L-lactide-co-ε-caprolactone) PLACL has a lower tensile strength than 
higher elongation and substantially more rapid degradation time than PLLA. But 
PLACL has not enough sufficient characters for hard tissue engineering. The syn-
thesis of LA/CL copolymers and other lactone polymers have been widely studied 
in recent years. Most studies have focused on random, diblock, and triblock copoly-
mers. Both PLLA and PCL have shape memory properties. Hence the PLACL must 
have shape memory effect. It is found that the mechanical properties of PLACL 
are significantly affected by the polymer compositions. With the increment of CL 
content, the maximum stress decreases linearly and the strain at break increases 
gradually as can be seen in Figure 6. By adjusting the compositions of monomers, 
the copolymers exhibit excellent shape memory effects.

There are many research on reinforcing the PLACL using nanomaterials. As an 
example, PLACL reinforced with well-dispersed multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs) were prepared using functionalized MWCNT by in situ polymeriza-
tion. The surface functionalization of MWCNTs can effectively improve the 

Figure 5. 
Molecular scheme of ε-caprolactone as oligomer and poly(ε-caprolactone) as homopolymer.

Figure 6. 
Molecular scheme poly(L-lactide-co-ε-caprolactone) as copolymer.
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dispersion and adhesion of MWCNTs in PLACL and hence, it will have a significant 
effect on the physical, thermomechanical, and degradation properties of MWCNT/
PLACL nanocomposites [29].

3.3 Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)

The next nanocarrier that has been considered for sustained and targeted deliv-
ery of different agents is poly[L-lactide-co-glycolide] (PLGA)-based nanoparticles. 
Although PLGA have been applied many years ago, but the task of nanoparticles 
in mechanism of intercellular uptake, their trafficking, and sorting into different 
intercellular compartments, as well as their procedure of action for therapeutic 
efficacy of nanoparticles encapsulated agent at cellular level is recently considered 
[30] (Figure 7).

In addition, we know that the PLGA nanoparticles have deeper in vitro and 
in vivo effects in comparison with industrial nanoparticles in similar range such as 
ferrous oxide and zinc oxide. The effect of PLGA nanoparticles on cell viability was 
characterized by in vitro cytotoxicity analysis via a WST assay. The PLGA, silica, 
and ferrous oxide have a cell viability up to 75%, but for zinc oxide, particles cell 
viability significantly reduced [31]. The researchers found that nanoparticle mean 
size correlates linearly with polymer concentration is between 70 and 250 nm [32].

The PLGA/MWCNT composite was considered as a scaffold material to treat 
artificial bloods. PLGA/MWCNT nanocomposite is prepared using electrostatic 
technique, in which layers of MWCNTs are deposited on the PLGA. For in vivo 
and in vitro analysis, the fibrinogen is immobilized on PLGA/MWCNT composite 
and incubated in non-stimulated platelet-rich plasma (PRP) for platelet studies. 
The interaction of fibrinogen and PRP, are characterized on the prepared PLGA/
MWCNT nanocomposite [33].

4. Nanoparticles

Nanomaterials consists of materials that the size of particle is less than 100 nm. 
All kinds of materials could be treating to be nanomaterials such as metallic, 
nonmetallic, ceramics, polymeric and so on..

4.1 Metal-based nanoparticles

The widely used metallic nanoparticles in the field of medicine and biotechnol-
ogy are gold (Au), platinum (Pt), silver (Ag), selenium (Se), copper (Cu), pal-
ladium (Pd), and gadolinium (Gd), also, the widely used metal oxide nanoparticles 

Figure 7. 
Molecular scheme poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) as copolymer.
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in the field of medicine and biotechnology are iron oxide (Fe2O3), titanium oxide 
(TiO2), and zinc oxide (ZnO). The metallic nanomaterials can be prepared and 
modified with appropriate chemical functional groups to bind with drugs, antibod-
ies, and ligands.

4.1.1 Gold-based nanomaterials (AuNPs)

The AuNPs have many characteristics such as biocompatibility, optical proper-
ties, and electrical behavior. Now–a-days, AuNPs have been considered in bioimag-
ing and tissue engineering. Electrospinning and metal nanoparticles (Nps) can 
create a scaffold that will trigger muscle cell elongation, orientation, fusion, and 
striation. Traumatic injuries can interrupt muscle contraction by damaging the 
skeletal muscle and/or the peripheral nerves. The healing process results in scar 
tissue formation that impedes muscle function. Poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and Nps 
were electrospun to create nanocomposite by Fischer et al. [34]. They found that 
low amounts of AuNps may be utilized to create a biodegradable, biocompatible, 
and conductive scaffold for skeletal muscle repair.

4.1.2 Silver-based nanomaterials (AgNPs)

Silver nanoparticles have antimicrobial activity and useful as antimicrobial 
agent, hence, it is a proven killer of bacteria [35]. Silver is far more efficient anti-
biotic than any allopathic pharmaceutical materials. Colloidal silver is effective in 
killing more than 600 bacteria in less than 5 min. AgNPs also find application in 
ointment and cream used to prevent infection in burns and open wounds anticancer 
particles with paclitaxel inhibits the growth of hep G2 cell more effectively [36–38].

Biodegradable PLLA ultrafine fibers containing AgNps were prepared via elec-
trospinning by Xu et al. [39]. These fibers showed antibacterial activities (microor-
ganism reduction) of 98.5 and 94.2% against Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia 
coli, respectively, because of the presence of the silver nanoparticles.

4.1.3 Copper-based nanomaterials (CuNPs)

The polymer/CuNPs loading is proposed as a biostatic coating and systematic 
correlations between material properties and biological effects are established. 
The experimental result of the nanocomposite capability to release metals in 
a controlled manner and to slow or inhibit the growth of living organisms are 
proofed [40].

Using the electrospinning method, Badaraev et al. produced biodegradable 
scaffolds from PLLA. Using DC magnetron sputtering of the copper target, they 
modified the surface of the scaffolds. The diameters of fibers range from 0.8 to 
2 μm. Testing for antibacterial features indicated that the modified scaffolds are 
capable to have a bacteriostatic effect [41].

4.1.4 Selenium-based nanomaterials (SeNPs)

The major biomedical applications of SeNPs include, targeted drug delivery 
[42–44], drug delivery vehicles and artificial enzymes [45, 46], anti-cancer therapy 
[47–49], anti-bacterial activities [50], biosensors and intracellular analysis [51].

For bone tissue engineering, application of bioactive glass scaffolds because of 
bone bonding ability is present interests. Of course the bioactive glass scaffolds 
do not have some functionalities to enable the successful formation of new bone. 
For bone tissue engineering, application of Se due to significant role in antioxidant 
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protection enhanced immune surveillance and modulation of cell proliferation is 
a solution for problem. Also, the SeNPs possess antibacterial as well as antiviral 
activities. Stevanović et al., in their recent research, synthesized uniform, stable, 
amorphous SeNPs, and additionally immobilized within spherical PLGA particles 
(PLGA/SeNPs). These particles were used to coat bioactive glass-based scaffolds 
synthesized by the foam replica method. The prepared composite showed a consid-
erable antibacterial activity against Gram-positive bacteria, Staphylococcus aureus 
and Staphylococcus epidermidis, one of the main causative agents of orthopedic 
infections [52].

4.1.5 Palladium-based nanomaterials (PdNPs)

The major biomedical applications of PdNPs include targeted drug delivery 
[53, 54], anti-cancer therapy [55, 56], anti-microbial activities [57], biosensors and 
intracellular analysis-hydrogen sensors [58, 59], biocatalysts [60], and catalysis 
[61]. Graphene oxide (GO) has treated to create an anchoring OH site on the surface 
of GO. The subsequent GO-g-PLA was synthesized by the polymerization reaction 
in the presence of GO-MDI-OH and PLA. Finally, GO-g-PLA-Pd NPs was used for 
the electrochemical detection of serotonin [62].

4.2 Metal oxides-based nanomaterials

Biodegradation and biocompatibility of metal oxide nanoparticles (MONPs) are 
investigated medical applications. It is vital that the surface modification of MOPs 
must be adequate stable to resist against the salts and proteins in vivo and also 
become water soluble. It is elucidated that super paramagnetic iron oxides nanopar-
ticles (SPIONPs) are significantly biocompatible. The behavior of SPIONPs for 
drug delivery applications based on their surface structure and conjugated targeting 
ligands/proteins [63–66].

The most important application of SPIONPs are include targeting of drug by 
engineered delivering system [67, 68], for cancer therapeutic [69, 70], diagnosis 
of many kinds of cancers [67], contrasting agents for bioimaging [71], ultra-
sensitive in vivo molecular imaging [72], anti-microbial activities [73, 74], bio-
sensing and inter cellular analysis [75], and cancer therapy using photo thermal 
technique [76, 77]. The distinctive properties of iron oxide MNPs are appropriate 
for biocatalysis [78, 79].

ZnO NPs are used as anti-microbial, anti-biotic, and anti-fungal (fungicide) 
agents by incorporating them in coatings, bandages, nanofiber, nanowire, plastics, 
alloy, and textiles. They possess suitable electrical, dielectric, magnetic, optical, 
imaging, catalytic, biomedical, and bioscience properties. ZnO is a white powder 
that insoluble in water. ZnO is applicable in many kinds of ointments that used to 
treat skin irritations. Also, ZnO has many industrial applications such as in semi-
conductors, ceramics, and glass compositions [80, 81]. The well-known biomedical 
applications of ZnO NPs are found as targeted drug delivery destruction of tumor 
cells [82, 83], biomedical imaging and drug delivery systems [84], tumor character-
ization [85, 86], anti-cancer therapy [87], contrast agent in medical imaging [88], 
anti-microbial activities [89], biomarkers [90], and biosensors [91–94].

A suitable food packaging can increase the shelf life of food products in addi-
tion to save their initial quality. The biodegradable polymer has various limitations 
such as fragility due to their low mechanical properties. Due to high aspect ratio 
of nanoparticles, their properties have significant differences from conventional 
size particles. ZnO nanostructured materials have presented valuable properties 
which have led to variety of applications such as food packaging applications. 
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such as fragility due to their low mechanical properties. Due to high aspect ratio 
of nanoparticles, their properties have significant differences from conventional 
size particles. ZnO nanostructured materials have presented valuable properties 
which have led to variety of applications such as food packaging applications. 
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Combination of ZnO nanoparticles and polyvinyl alcohol results a more effective 
and environmentally friendly material for food stuff packaging [95].

Titanum oxide (TiO2) nanoparticles can enhance cell attachment and pro-
liferation on its composite surfaces. The polymer/TiO2 composite films exhibit 
enhanced cell adhesion and a tendency to increased Ca-containing mineral 
deposition. Also, TiO2 nanoparticles might act as interfacial bonding to tissue by 
means of the formation of a biologically active hydroxyapatite layer on implant 
surface. Boccaccini fabricated PDLLA films contain TiO2 nanoparticles. Thus, if 
TiO2 NPs are introduced in PLLA matrix, some disadvantages are anticipated to be 
improved. However, one of the most problems in master batch production of TiO2 
is the agglomeration in the PLLA matrix. The aggregated TiO2 NPs in the compos-
ite reduce the mechanical properties and hence is necessary more researches to 
solve the TiO2 agglomeration [96].

Deterioration of fresh fruits and vegetables during storage treat microorganisms 
breeding such as Aspergillus niger (A. niger) and Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis), which 
can be a seriously danger for human health. For antibacterial and preservative 
properties, a self-assembled film of graphene oxide (GO) and chitosan (CS) with 
titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles are introduced. These non-cytotoxic nano-
meter-scale films, with the ratio of 1:20:4 for graphene oxide, chitosan, and tita-
nium dioxide nanoparticles, respectively, exhibited valuable antibacterial activity 
against the biofilm forming strains A. niger and B. subtilis. Also, the nanocomposites 
did not show any cytotoxicity against mammalian somatic cells and plant cells. 
Nanocomposites disrupted microbial film formation while avoiding internalization 
by animal and plant cells. Due to their selectivity and safety, these nanocomposites 
demonstrate potential as antimicrobial coatings for food preservation [97].

4.3 Silica nanoparticles (SNPs)

The performance of SNPs as nanofillers in polymer nanocomposite has signifi-
cant attention, because of increased in demand for new materials with enhance-
ment in thermal, mechanical, physical, and chemical properties of various kinds 
of composites (Figure 8). Synthesis of SNPs using sol-gel treatment has significant 
improvement in the development of SNPs/polymer nanocomposites [98].

Gardella et al. developed a novel catalytic system, consisting of palladium 
nanoclusters homogenously dispersed on the surface of nanostructured polymer 
fibers based on poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) and polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes 
(POSS). In fact, PLLA nanofibers that contain amino silsesquioxane molecules 
(POSS-NH2) have capability to interact with metal precursor prepared by elec-
trospinning. The prepared system proves a relevant catalytic activity toward the 
hydrogenation of stilbene under heterogeneous conditions [99].

4.4 Carbon-based nanomaterials

4.4.1 Carbon nanotubes

The carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been investigated for a variety of applica-
tions based on their unique electrical, optical, and mechanical properties. The 
exceptional mechanical properties of CNTs have led to their use as effective 
reinforcing filler for polymer composites. It was expected that CNTs would display 
superlative mechanical properties by analogy with graphite. The inside of CNTs can 
be filled with some elements or compounds, such as C60, to produce hybrid nano-
materials which possess unique intrinsic properties. The properties of the CNTs/
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polymer composites will vary significantly depending on the distribution of the 
type, diameter, and length of the nanotubes.

In CNTs, only few concentrated acids are capable of breaking the bonds 
between carbon atoms. Consequently, when CNTs reinforce a composite, the 
mentioned stability becomes a problem at the interaction between the matrix 
and CNTs. Uncontrolled agglomeration is another noticeable difficulty that can 
interfere on CNTs due to its nanometer size. To increase the interaction between 
matrix and reinforcement is submitting CNTs to a process called functionalization. 
Functionalization of CNTs is a mix of physical and chemical processes that inserts 
functional groups on the sidewall of CNTs. The introduction of this procedure 
can also be helpful to obtain better dispersion of carbon nanotubes into relevant 
matrices (Figure 9).

4.4.2 Functionalization of CNTs

Functionalization is one of the most effective methods in improving the surface 
properties of CNTs so that the application potentials can be fully realized. The 
methods of functionalization for CNTs range from chemical modification to physi-
cal interaction, and mechanical manipulations (Figure 10).

4.4.3 Functionalization in chemical base

In chemical base, there are two methods for functionalization of CNTs:

1. Covalent functionalization.

2. Noncovalent functionalization.

Each method has some advantages and some disadvantages.
The carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are another important and novel category of 

NPs that has been investigated extensively in medicine and drug delivery systems. 
The CNTs can interact with various bio-macromolecules such as DNA and proteins 
by physical adsorption. Additionally, in order to conjugate covalently targeting 
moieties or therapeutic molecules to CNTs, numerous chemical modifications were 
developed [117, 118].

In the field of research on medical application of CNTs, Zheng et al. elucidated 
the interactions between DNA molecules and CNTs [119]. In the case of single-
stranded DNA, CNTs could disperse effectively in aqueous media. Up to date, the 
improvement of mechanical properties of CNTs might be counted primarily for 

Figure 8. 
Chemical scheme of silica.
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their using as composite reinforcements for tissue engineering and preparation of 
artificial scaffolds [120]. More recently, researchers have considered their attention 
to utilizing the multi-functional nature of CNTs in engineering tissue scaffolds. 
Most particularly, the CNTs were incorporated to fabricate electrically conductive 
artificial scaffolds.

4.4.4 Graphene nanoparticles

Due to the similarity between graphene and CNTs, several medical applications 
such as drug delivery systems, scaffold reinforcements, and injectable cellular 
labeling agents have been committed using graphene and graphene oxide (GO) 
[121]. For reinforcement of biodegradable polymers by graphene, in one case, the 
PLLA/GO nanocomposites were prepared by solution mixing. The results show that 
the crystallization of PLLA enhanced and the spherulite morphology change were 
insignificant when the content of GO exceeded 0.5 wt%, because the extreme GO 
increased the number of nucleation sites while restricting the PLA crystal growth. 
Thus, the arrangement of nanopores did not mimic the spherulites because of 
imperfect crystal morphology [122].

4.5 Nano hydroxyapatite (HANs)

Owing to its biocompatibility and osteoconductive properties, nano hydroxy-
apatite (nHA) is widely used bioceramic for bone graft substitute. nHA with 

Figure 9. 
TEM micrograph of pristine MWCNTs (a), MWCNT-COOHs (b), MWCNT-OHs (c, d), and MWCNT-
OH-graft-PLACL(e, f) [100].
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biodegradable and biocompatible polymer-based composite scaffolds have been 
explored for bone grafting. Hence, the nHA/biopolymer nanocomposites proved 
to be promising for bone tissue engineering [123]. Composite fibers composed 
of PLA-g-HANs and PLA matrix was prepared by electro-spinning for tissue 
engineering [124].

4.6 Magnetic nanoparticles (MNs)

The MNs are a class of nanomaterials which can be performed using adequate 
magnetic field. The MNs can be conjugated with any protein, drug and gene, and by 
that MNs serve as contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by chang-
ing the MRI signal. Additionally, MNs serve as a therapeutic tool by improving 
drug delivery to the target organ. Drug controlled releasing using nanostructured 
functional materials are attracting increasing attention in some diseases such as 
cancer therapy and other ailments. The potential of MNs stems from the intrinsic 
properties of their magnetic cores combined with their drug loading capability and 
the biochemical properties [125]. Therapeutic compounds are attached to MNs and 
magnetic fields generated outside the body are focused on specific targets [126].

In the field of biopolymer nanocomposites, iron oxide MNs with sizes less than 
10 nm have been successfully deposited on multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) by in 
situ high temperature decomposition of iron(III) acetylacetonate and MWCNTs 
in polyol solution [127]. The PLLA has been covalently grafted onto the surface of 
mMWCNTs. The mMWCNTs/PLLA nanocomposite possess significant mechani-
cal, electronic, super paramagnetic, and biocompatible properties, which means 
that the mMWCNTs/PLLA will have great potential applications in the fields of 
nanobiomaterials and nanotechnology, and the addition of mMWCNTs/PLLA can 
treat novel properties to PLLA and other biodegradable polymers [128] (Figure 11).

Figure 10. 
Scheme of possible addition reactions for the functionalization of CNTs [101–116].
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Figure 11. 
SEM images of m-MWCNTs-g-PLLA in the absence (a) and presence (b) of an external magnetic field [128].
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Figure 11. 
SEM images of m-MWCNTs-g-PLLA in the absence (a) and presence (b) of an external magnetic field [128].
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